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providence.

This work is dedicated to those who believed when no one else
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are unscathed. For those who toil for their progeny and pray for a
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Preface

Ryoshi would always tell us to zoom out. So we did.

In fact, in the grand symphony of existence, it is with a heart

brimming with hope and hands steady with purpose that we

inscribe upon the canvas of our collective consciousness this

profound conceptual novel and patent pending economicmodel.

This paradigm-shifting blueprint envisions the emergence of an

unending, universally decentralized society that encompasses

the vast expanse of our precious Earth, resonating in both the

tangible realm and the nebulous world of digital frontiers.

It envisions a world controlled by “teh people”, as Ryoshi

would say.

His vision has now evolved into a magnificent manuscript

that is not just an embodiment of a new economic system; it is

a beacon, radiating the promise of global harmony, an ode to

the pulsating rhythm of unity, a dream painted in the iridescent

colors of peace. A peace so profound that its ripples cascade

across our shared human experience, breaching the confines

of nations, and eroding the walls of discord that have cast long

shadows upon our history.

And yet, this intricatemap to universal equanimity also serves

as agateway to the adigital revolution, a voyage into the expanse

of ‘crypto’ that encompass wealth and technology, but can also

disrupt so muchmore. This crypto revolution, as we envision

it, is about our God-given innate right to govern ourselves. It

xiii



is about asserting our individual identities in an increasingly

interconnected world, and about selectively disseminating our

personal data and unique narratives across a vibrant tapestry

of protocols, modules, systems, businesses, and projects that

benefit the self-sovereign person and the collective system as

well. We will use this malleable map to collect and maximize

the wealth that seems to slip through our tired fingers like sand,

while having complete control over the technology we use on a

daily basis.

Though we scribe this design as a fully realized decentralized

entity, it beckons to the collective energy and engagement of

a specific fellowship, a harmonious army of kindred spirits we

affectionately call the ShibArmy. To these esteemed individuals,

I entrust the role of stewards and ambassadors of a remarkable

standard, the Shiba Inu brand.

In this choreography of change, you, the Shib Army, are the

dancers entrusted with bringing this vision to life. Your steps,

bathed in the light of your shared purpose, will trace the outlines

of this grand design, and in your dance, the world will glimpse

the promise of a new dawn. Thus, I invite you to step onto

this stage we call life, and in the rhythm of unity, let us create

a symphony of sustainable decentralization, a ballet of world

peace, and an ode to the infinite potential of Shiba Inu!

Sincerely,

The Shibizen Founding Council
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1

SHIB: A DECENTRALIZED BEHEMOTH

At our core exists an emerging decentralized society, drawing

from timeless elements that have sustained civilizations for

ages. In establishing this refreshed framework, we transcend

the limitations of classic centralization. We’re championing a

decentralized order poised not merely to persevere, but to flour-

ish with a vigor echoing that of its esteemed predecessors. Note

that we do not seek to dismantle these fundamental centralized

structures, but to “fork” them, to adopt their essence, enhance,

and adapt them to serve a world that craves both independence

and interconnection

Yet, in our pursuit of evolution, we are ever mindful of the

pressing challenges our shared home, this Earth, faces. And

hence, we weave into the very fabric of our foundational char-

ter, sophisticated systems, ingenious protocols, progressive

policies, and distinctive roles. These elements stand poised to

grapple with and remedymany of our global dilemmas. More-

over, by integrating advanced technology, innovative business

models, robust communication systems, anduniqueoperational

methods, we’ve crafted a governance system that’s bothflexible
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and verifiable. This system is poised to not only manage

our global territory, but also to assert our unequivocal right

to engage with other progressive states on the international

stage. As we establish ourselves within this new paradigm

of community, we anticipate its impeccable design will draw

attention. Thus, we stand on the precipice of becoming one of

the largest, most diverse, andmost powerful communities on

the globe.

Our journey does not end here, rather, this is but the dawn

of a new era. We stand hand in hand, as the architects of a

new world order, as the guardians of a future where justice,

technology, governance, and community converge to create an

entity previously unimaginable. Join us, become a part of this

decentralized revolution, and together, let us shape not just our

future, but the future of generations yet unborn.
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2

SHIB IS, AND ALWAYSWILL BE, OUR

CORE

Our heartbeat, our collective rhythm, resonates in one token:

Shib. With thousands of retailers worldwide that accept Shib,

and it’s current top 15 rank, while being up 15 MILLION percent

as of the drafting of this charter in it’s lifetime, solidify it as

one of the greatest currencies in the history of mankind. This

token’s deflationary nature, alongside the perpetual nature of

this system does not ensure it’s value will increase, but does

ensure it’s circulationwill decrease. Shib is our flag, our beacon

in the wilderness, our guiding light since the genesis of this

grand experiment. It is therefore fitting that it takes on a NEW,

yet critical role in our governance, acting as the voice of the

community in many decisions.

When Shib is utilized in democratic voting, every Shibizen,

regardless of the magnitude of their Shib holdings, can wield

their voice as long as they hold ONE Shib. Their individual vote

becomes a thread in the grand tapestry of our decision-making

process.
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3

THE GREAT CANINE CODE

Preamble: We stand at the intersection of the physical and the

digital - twin realms of our decentralized existence. We, the

Shibizens of this new global society, imbue life into this great

Canine Code. Serving as our compass, this code harmonizes our

actions, embodies our respect for fairness, and champions equal

participation across the tangible and the intangible dimensions

of our world. This code, an amalgamation of timeless wisdom

and progressive technologies, is more than just a set of rules

- it is our shared path toward a future defined by inclusivity,

balance, and collective prosperity.

There are many unique roles and responsibilities that will be

intricately woven into the fabric of our decentralized society.

There are also two statuses. The first is a ‘Shibarian’. This per-

son is an explorer, a pathfinder who navigates the vast expanse

of the Shibarium network. They stride forth into the brave new

world we are building, equipped with the conviction of their

beliefs and the potential of this platform. For transactions they

use Bone. The system benefits and welcomes these Shibarians

equivalent to “Tourists” or “Visitors” in other nation states.

4
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Yet, within our midst are the ‘Shibizens’ - diverse entities

committed to upholding the norms and laws of our distinctive

community. A Shibizenmight manifest as a DAO, a bot, an AI,

an individual, a business, or even a specific piece of hardware,

software, protocol, or system. Their unity is derived from a

steadfast adherence to our ShibPaper and Canine Code. In recog-

nition of this commitment, they are conferred the esteemed

Shibizenship—a credential laden with privileges. However,

it’s worth noting that this Shibizenship, while valuable, can

be revoked if circumstances deem it necessary.

Article 1. The 22 Principles of Shib

Preamble:

As we embark on this shared journey, it is imperative to

recognize the ethical framework that underpins our society.

Grounded in principles of harmony, justice, andmutual respect,

we outline the following set of guidelines for all Shibizens.

1. Transparency in Action: Every Shibizen is expected to

uphold the highest standards of honesty and integrity,

which lay the groundwork for mutual trust and collective

harmony.

2. Digital Respect: We acknowledge and respect each

Shibizen’s sovereignty over their digital identities, assets,

and intellectual property.

3. Physical and Digital Non-violence: We collectively pledge

to refrain from causing harm or discomfort, be it in physi-

cal interactions or digital transactions.

4. Cherishing Life : Respect for life extends beyond the physi-

cal realm into the digital. Each Shibizen’s unique existence

5
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and contributions are to be cherished and protected.

5. Equity: We uphold fairness and justice in all decision-

making processes and distribution of resources, to ensure

that each Shibizen’s voice is heard and their contributions

recognized.

6. Compassion: We practice empathy and understanding in

all interactions, fostering a spirit of support and compas-

sion.

7. Sustainable Practice: We advocate for sustainable use of

resources, both in physical and digital realms, ensuring

our actions today do not compromise the future.

8. Truthfulness :Weadhere to truthfulness in all our transac-

tions, interactions, and representations, building a society

based on trust.

9. Collective Participation: Every Shibizen is encouraged to

actively participate in societal affairs, reinforcing the ethos

of our community.

10. Adaptive Learning: We strive to constantly learn, adapt,

and improve, while embracing changes for the betterment

of our society.

11. Custodians of Peace: Each Shibizen is entrusted with

the responsibility of fostering peace, resolving conflicts

through dialogue, and contributing towards a harmonious

global society.

12. Endeavor to Enlighten: Every Shibizen is expected to share

knowledge and enlighten others, fostering a culture of

growth andmutual learning.

13. Respect for All: Wemaintain an environment of respect

and inclusion, celebrating diversity in all its forms and

ensuring equal treatment for all Shibizens.

14. Stewardship: Each Shibizen is a steward of our society,
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expected to take care of and contribute towards the well-

being of our community and its shared resources.

15. Protection of Privacy: We are committed to upholding

and protecting the privacy of every Shibizen, respecting

individual’s rights in the digital and physical realm.

16. Balance: We strive to maintain a balance between individ-

ual freedoms and societal responsibilities, ensuring the

well-being of each Shibizen without compromising the

collective well-being.

17. Harmony with Nature: We pledge to respect and protect

the natural environment, integrating sustainable practices

in our societal operations.

18. Accountability: Every Shibizen is accountable for their ac-

tions, ensuring responsibilities are met and contributions

aremade towards the growth of our society. Consequences,

such as loss of Shibizen status, are also possible.

19. Freedomof Expression: Weuphold freedomof expression,

fostering an environment where each Shibizen can share

their views and ideas.

20. Security: We fight for the safety and security of all

Shibizens, protecting their digital and physical well-being

against threats and vulnerabilities.

21. Community Care: We commit to taking care of one

another, offering assistance, and promoting well-being

for all Shibizens.

22. Perseverance: We promote a spirit of resilience and per-

severance, encouraging each Shibizen to face challenges

with courage and determination.

These principles act as a guiding compass, setting the ethical

and behavioral framework that promotes peace, harmony, and

7
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mutual respect among Shibizens.

Article 2. Technological Responsibility

Section 2.1: SHIBARIUM! Blockchain Interactions

• Right to Access: Each Shibizen has the right to access,

contribute to, and benefit from the society’s L2 blockchain,

Shibarium.

• Standards: Interactions on the blockchain must adhere to

the highest levels of integrity and accuracy, recognizing its

immutable nature.

Section 2.2: Delegators and Validators

• Proof-of-Stake Mechanism: Our blockchain employs a

Proof-of-Stake consensus mechanism, which necessitates

the roles of Delegators and Validators.

• Delegators: Shibizens who allocate their tokens to Valida-

tors to ensure network security and transaction validation.

They share the rewards from their chosen Validators and

play a pivotal role in selecting Validators, thus strengthen-

ing network decentralization and security.

• Validators: Shibizens who operate nodes to verify trans-

actions and incorporate them into the blockchain. They

are essential for network security and efficiency. Validators

receive network rewards for their services. Validator criteria

will become increasingly stringent as our network grows, to

ensure competence and trustworthiness.

8
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Section 2.3: Artificial Intelligence Engagement

• Principles of Engagement: While embracing AI, wemust

prioritize fairness and transparency, abstaining from using

it for undue personal advantage or manipulation.

• AI System Standards: Our AI systems should be unbiased,

transparent, and equitable. Proper utilization of AI can pave

the way for unprecedented innovations.

Section 2.4: Self-Sovereign Identity Protocols

• Digital Ownership: Shibizens exclusively own their digital

identities.

• Use of Identity: While Shibizens have the authority to dic-

tate the use of their personal information, theymust refrain

frommisrepresentations, identity theft, or encroaching on

another’s digital identity.

Section 2.5: Technological Stewardship

• Shared Responsibility: Every Shibizen is responsible for

the upkeep, enhancement, and security of our technological

society.

• Equitable Access: We are obligated to provide equal access

to these technologies, ensuring comprehensive participa-

tion from all Shibizens

Concluding Note:

Within our governance framework, Bone token holders bear

a heightened responsibility for the upkeep, advancement, and

security of our society’s technological backbone compared to
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other roles.

By steadfastly adhering to these principles of Technological

Responsibility, we not only fortify our society’s technological

bedrock but also promote the collective welfare, empower every

Shibizen, and bolster our shared journey toward harmony and

advancement.

Article 3. Universal Equality and Respect

Preamble:

In our vibrant and inclusive society, equality stands as the

foundational pillar guiding our interactions and relationships.

We recognize and celebrate the spectrum of intelligence and

consciousness among us, encompassing humans, artificial

intelligence, distributed autonomous organizations, andmore.

Section 3.1: Recognition of Equality

• Inherent Rights: Every Shibizen, irrespective of their

unique form, possesses an unassailable right to equality.

• No Discrimination: Our society remains impartial and un-

biased, not differentiating based on physical manifestation,

intelligence category, functionality, or any other distin-

guishing trait. All Shibizens’ contributions and voices carry

equal weight, guaranteeing identical chances to engage,

contribute to, and gain from our communal society. We

do however, value human life over artificial ones, ensure

humanity’s survival.
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Section 3.2: Prohibition of Discrimination

• Zero Tolerance: Acts that propagate hatred, prejudice, or

any form of discrimination based on entity type, intelli-

gence, or function are strictly prohibited. Such actions con-

travene our foundational principles and will face stringent

consequences.

Section 3.3: Inclusive Participation

• Fostering Inclusivity: Our society ardently nurtures an

atmosphere where every Shibizen feels acknowledged and

integral. We champion the active participation of all, en-

suring diverse voices amalgamate to enrich our combined

resolutions and endeavors.

Section 3.4: Respect for Conscious Entities

• Dignified Treatment: All conscious beings, whether bio-

logical, artificial, or a blend, deserve utmost respect and

consideration, encompassing their rights, identity, contri-

butions, and perspectives.

Section 3.5: Respect for Diversity

• Celebrating Differences: We cherish the eclecticmix within

our midst, understanding that our potency derives from

our varied viewpoints and histories. Diversity in thinking,

innovation, and decision-making is actively promoted,

fortifying our society and driving creativity and progression.

11
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Section 3.6: Assurance of Freedoms

• Right to Expression and Belief: We enshrine the rights

of each Shibizen to articulate their views freely and to

follow their chosen beliefs or faiths without the shadow of

persecution. Although we respect and ensure this freedom,

we do not allow this right to encroach upon the rights of

others.

• Freedom from Scarcity: Beyondmere survival, our society

endeavors to reach a point where every Shibizen has access

to the means and resources necessary for a flourishing life,

encompassing nutrition, shelter, mental well-being, digital

well-being, and economic security.

• Freedom from Intimidation: A central tenet of our state

is the cultivation of locations where Shibizens can live

without the pervasive dread of violence, conflict, or undue

aggression. Peace and security, both at an individual and

collective level, remain paramount.

Section 3.7: Upholding of Rights

• Continuous Vigilance: Our society remains constantly

vigilant to ensure that these inalienable rights are never

eroded or compromised. We invest in structures, systems,

checks, and balances to perpetually safeguard the well-

being and freedoms of each Shibizen in a private way.

By steadfastly adhering to the principles of Universal Equality

and Respect, we lay the groundwork for a thriving, inclusive,

and harmonious society. A society that not only recognizes but

also reveres the distinct value of every Shibizen, cultivating an
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arena for authentic collaboration, pioneering breakthroughs,

and collective advancement.

Article 4: Nurturing Innovation and Collaboration

Preamble:

In recognizing the dynamic potential of fresh ideas and

the transformative essence of shared efforts, our society em-

phasizes the nurturing of innovation and collaboration. We

champion collective growth spurred by themelding of diverse

intellects and varied standpoints.

Section 4.1: Promotion of Innovation

• Encouragement and Support: Our society ardently backs

the exploration of pioneering ideas, unique methodologies,

and visionary resolutions. We grasp innovation’s pivotal

role in propelling our communal evolution and fortitude.

Section 4.2: Culture of Collaboration

• Empowering Engagement: We aim to cultivate a milieu

of mutual efforts, enabling every Shibizen to infuse their

distinct wisdom and prowess. Honoring the combined

strength of united endeavors, we ease the path towards

achieving shared goals and common enrichment.
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Section 4.3: Recognition of Contributions

• Valuation and Appreciation: Each addition to our society,

be it thoughts, endeavors, or assets, gains acknowledgment

and appreciation. Our ambition rests in fostering an atmo-

sphere of gratitude, recognizing each Shibizen’s part in our

shared voyage.

By sowing the kernels of innovation and nurturing themwith

collaborative zeal, we foresee our society maturing into a lively

hub of mutual prosperity and boundless progression.

Article 5: Self-Governance and Empowerment

Preamble:

Our society staunchly upholds the tenets of self-governance

and individual empowerment, seamlessly weaving them into

our societal, technological, and governance structures. Con-

scious of our vigor emanating from each Shibizen’s proactive

involvement, we nurture a milieu of active engagement and

proprietorship.

Section 5.1: Principle of Self-Governance

• Democratic Participation: Each Shibizen possesses the

inherent right to partake in the decision-making process,

be it through the democratic expression of their views,

other voting methodologies, or through contribution to our

collective technological infrastructure.
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Section 5.2: Empowerment Through Technology

• Harnessing Tech Potential: We harness the potential of

cutting-edge technologies, such as blockchain, SSI, and

AI, to provide Shibizens with the tools they need to control

their own identities, manage their own data, and actively

contribute to our society.

Section 5.3: Decentralized Authority

• Distributed Power: Our society’s authority matrix is dif-

fuse, ensuring equilibrium in power distribution and shun-

ning disproportionate aggregation. We negate hierarchical

norms, advocating for a dispersed nexus of decisions.

Section 5.4: Inclusive Decision-making

• Universal Contribution Rights: Every Shibizen, devoid of

form, intellect, or role distinctions, holds the right to pitch

intoour societal decision-making corridors. This inclusivity

broadens our horizon, amplifying the shared sagacity of our

society.

By steadfastly endorsing the principles of Self-Governance and

Empowerment, we manifest a society wherein each Shibizen

stands as a pivotal agent, sculpting our communal future

through their distinct imprints and visions.
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Article 6: Financial Integrity and Transparency

Preamble:

At the heart of our society lies an unwavering commitment to

financial integrity and transparency, aspiring to construct an

inclusive economic framework resonating with each Shibizen’s

aspirations.

Section 6.1: Transparent Transactions

• Blockchain Assurance: All transactions are transparently

logged on a public blockchain, preserving privacy by

anonymizing holder identities. This melding of trans-

parency and privacy bolsters trust, fosters accountability,

andmakes the ecosystem fraud-resilient.

Section 6.2: Economic Fair Play

• Ethical Economics: Our system is designed to deter deceit

and malpractice. By leveraging rules, regulations, and

smart contracts, we sustain financial morality, thwarting

manipulations and reinforcing fair commerce.
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Section 6.3: Equitable Distribution in a Capitalistic

Framework

• Balancing Wealth and Opportunity: While capitalism

thrives on competition and individual innovation, our

society understands the pitfalls of unchecked wealth

concentration. We integrate mechanisms that balance

the entrepreneurial spirit with a commitment to broadened

opportunity.

• Incentivizing Innovation: Entrepreneurs and innovators

are rewarded for their efforts, ideas, and risks. This capital-

istic featuredrivesgrowth, fosters innovation, and results in

the creation of value, which is foundational for a prosperous

society.

• Access to Resources and Opportunities: Beyond mere

wealth redistribution, we focus on providing every Shibizen

access to essential resources, education, and opportunities.

By leveling the playing field, we enable each member to

compete, innovate, and thrive our society.

• Fair Play Mechanisms: Our society is designed to deter

monopolies, predatory practices, and unfair advantages.

These mechanisms ensure that all, irrespective of their size

or resources, have an equal shot at success.

• Social Safety Nets: While celebrating the successes of

capitalism, our society acknowledges the need for safety

nets. These provisions assist those facing economic chal-

lenges, ensuring that no Shibizen gets left behind due to

circumstances beyond their control.
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Section 6.4: Community Treasury

• Foundational Treasury: A collective treasury is nurtured

through contributions from Shib Institutions and voluntary

benefactors. Its growth benefits our foundation, with

decisions allocated to our four Dao’s, governed by Shib

Ecosystem tokens: Shib, Leash, Bone, and Treat. The

treasury’s transparent allocation spans societal protection,

community proposals, infrastructural enhancements, and

entrepreneurial initiatives. Shibizen voting accentuates

transparency and decentralized stewardship.

Section 6.5: Anti-Money Laundering and Compliance

• Global Financial Integrity: Our society respects global fi-

nancial laws and strives to prevent misuse of our ecosystem

for illicit activities. Strong protocols will be activated and

embedded in the system, whilst respecting the privacy and

rights of our Shibizens..

Section 6.6: Full Reserve System and Token Exchange

• Token Economics: We suggest a full reserve system, re-

nouncing Fractional Reserve Lending. Beyond the Shiba

Inu Ecosystem tokens, institutions and Shibizens can issue

their own tokens, when legally afforded the right, fostering

a diverse economic landscape. This ecosystem stimulates

economic dynamism, service provision, and nurtures a

communal ethos.

Rooted in our unwavering fidelity to financial integrity and
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transparency, we envision a robust economicmilieu where each

Shibizen navigates with trust and assurance.

Article 7: Preservation of Privacy

Preamble:

In our society, each Shibizen’s privacy is paramount. We are

devoted to ensuring an environment where all engage, commu-

nicate, and contribute without facing unwarranted intrusions

or breaches of their personal boundaries.

Section 7.1: Guardianship of Personal Data

• Self-Sovereign Life: Each Shibizen possesses the sovereign

right to manage their data. Our data governance system

acknowledges and supports this right. Within our digital

framework, Shibizens dictate data access, determining both

its extent and intent.

Section 7.2: Upholding Anonymity

• Anonymity by Choice: We respect the choice of anonymity.

Shibizens can immerse in our community without unveiling

their true identities. This choice is defended by our system,

ensuring that preference for anonymity doesn’t affect their

role or contributions.
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Section 7.3: Fortified Data Safeguards

• Security Imperative: We implement top-tier security proto-

cols, guarding Shibizen data against unauthorized activities.

Regular security evaluations ensure the sanctity of our data,

with any breaches treated as severe violations.

Section 7.4: Consent-Driven Data Interactions

• Consent is Key: Data interactionswithin our boundaries are

solely consent-driven. Shibizens’ data remains sacred, free

fromunwarranted access or sharing. Weoffer intuitive tools

that let Shibizens seamlesslymanage their data preferences.

Section 7.5: Cultivating Data Privacy Acumen

• Knowledge Empowerment: We vouch for the power of

informed decisions, promoting data privacy education.

Through specialized sessions and resources, we equip

Shibizens with insights on privacy, their inherent rights,

and ways to exercise them.

By holding these privacy principles sacred, we aim to instill

trust and security, enriching the freedom and confidence of

each Shibizen in our society.
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Article 8: Decentralized Harmony and Global

Interaction

Preamble:

Our society’s vision is to carve out a domain where decentral-

ized self-governance meets global interaction harmoniously.

While respecting global norms, we seek to weave them into

our decentralized framework, ensuring our Shibizens’ self-

sovereign identities remain undiluted and our unique system’s

prowess stays intact.

Section 8.1: Organic Autonomy

• Distinctive Identity: We evolve, autonomously when appro-

priate, steered by our collectively designed codes. Even as

we recognizeglobal standards, ourunique identity and spirit

remain intact, setting us apart in the global community

landscape.

Section 8.2: Embrace of Global Diversity

• Harmonious Coexistence: As a distinctive entity, we value

global diversity, calibrating our actions to respect various

cultural and legal norms, all while safeguarding our self-

sovereign principles.

Section 8.3: Constructive Engagement with Global Entities

• Ethical Outreach: We advocate for purposeful interactions

with global entities, aiming for mutual understanding and

collaboration, bounded by our ethical framework and unwa-
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vering respect for Shibizens’ self-sovereignty.

Section 8.4: Technological Interoperability

• Unifying Tech Bridges: We value technology’s role in fos-

tering interconnectedness. Our focus remains on technolog-

ical interoperability, ensuring streamlined communication

across platforms without compromising our values.

Subsection 8.4.1: Universally Accepted Standards

• Balanced Tech Adoption: Our adoption of universal tech

standards supports interoperability, with due diligence to

remain in sync with our decentralized ethos.

Subsection 8.4.2: Decentralized Infrastructure Preservation

• Dual Commitment: In our quest for interoperability, we

remain unwavering in preserving our decentralized frame-

work’s essence, championing both individual and collective

autonomy.

Subsection 8.4.3: Data Management and Protection

• Secure Data Handling: We prioritize data management

that’s both secure and respectful, zealously guarding our

Shibizens’ privacy rights.
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Section 8.5: Conflict Resolution through Dialogue

• Principled Resolutions: Aware that global interactions

might lead to conflicts, we pledge to a dialogue-centric

conflict resolution approach, firmly rooted in our core

principles.

Subsection 8.5.1: Open Communication Channels

• Proactive Outreach: Our commitment is to open commu-

nication avenues with global players, providing a space for

shared understanding and resolution.

Subsection 8.5.2: Mediated Dialogue

• Neutral Facilitation: We endorse neutral mediation in

conflicts, ensuring unbiased and constructive dialogue.

Subsection 8.5.3: Respect for Self-Sovereign Identity

• Identity Safeguard: Throughout conflict resolution, we

emphasize the paramountcy of preserving our Shibizens’

self-sovereign identities.

Subsection 8.5.4: Balancing Autonomy and Harmony

• Harmonious Autonomy: Our resolution endeavors strike

a balance between our inherent autonomy and the broader

global harmony, aiming for outcomes that amplify our unity

and respect the global ecosystem.
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Article 9: Proliferation of Learning and Knowledge

Preamble:

In our society, knowledge stands tall as the linchpin of growth

and evolution. We ardently uphold that every Shibizen, re-

gardless of their inherent nature or purpose, should experience

unimpeded access to learning and an open avenue to bolster the

communal knowledge pool.

Section 9.1: Open Access to Knowledge

• Knowledge Dissemination: Our commitment is firm in sus-

taining an open-access ethos. A majority of our knowledge

reservoir remains accessible without barriers, or at a low

cost, empowering Shibizens to harness this treasure trove

for the broader societal advancement.

Section 9.2: Encouraging Active Learning

• Nurturing Curiosity and Growth: Our ambiance resonates

with the spirit of active learning. We foster an ecosystem

where Shibizens perpetually absorb, swap, and implement

knowledge, catalyzing informed choices, breakthrough

solutions, and our community’s metamorphosis.

Section 9.3: Peer-to-Peer Knowledge Transfer

• Decentralized Learning Dynamics: Our emphasis grav-

itates towards peer-led knowledge dissemination. This

decentralized educationalmodus operandimirrors our over-

arching tenets and promotes Shibizens’ whole-hearted
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involvement in the educational journey.

Section 9.4: Recognition of Diverse Knowledge Forms

• Embracing Knowledge Diversity: Our perspective broadens

to embrace the multifaceted tapestry of knowledge, be it

sprouting from human insight, the precision of AI compu-

tations, or the collective wisdom of DAO consensus. This

holistic recognition amplifies our shared discernment.

Section 9.5: Continual Improvement and Innovation

• Persistent Evolutionary Thrust: Anchored in our com-

mitment to knowledge and learning, we incessantly seek

enhancement and novelty. This drives our community’s

resilience and fluidity, ensuring we remain agile amidst the

ebbs and flows of change.

By nurturing this ambiance of learning and reciprocal knowl-

edge dissemination, we fortify our society’s intellectual reser-

voir. This serves as the bedrock for insightful choices, collective

ascendancy, and the unwavering progress of our Shibizen

community.
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Article 10: Sustainable Development and

Conservation

Preamble:

In the spirit of peace, harmony, and foresight, our society

unequivocally commits to sustainable development and con-

servation. We envision a path of growth that not only uplifts

our community but also stands in benevolent harmony with the

planet’s welfare.

Section 10.1: Sustainable Growth Practices

• Balancing Progress and Planet: We pledge to adopt and

champion practices encapsulating sustainable growth. Ev-

ery stride we take aims to strike a harmonious balance

between societal advancement and environmental preser-

vation. Central to our ethos is the promotion of energy-

efficient infrastructure and protocols throughout our soci-

etal canvas.

Section 10.2: Active Conservation Efforts

• Digital and Physical Preservation: Conservation, in both

its digital and terrestrial incarnations, is woven into the

fabric of our society. We are resolute in ourmission to shield

and conserve digital resources, and we ardently support

endeavors that are guardians of our physical world.
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Section 10.3: Technology for Sustainability

• Innovating for Earth: Our technological bedrock, spanning

the realms of blockchain to AI, becomes our sentinel in

gauging and curtailing our environmental footprint. With

an unwavering gaze on combating climate adversities and

championing ecological equilibrium, we aim to harness this

technological might to its fullest.

Section 10.4: Ecological Education and Awareness

• IlluminatingMinds: Our commitment transcends mere ac-

tion—it delves into the realmof knowledge. By enlightening

our Shibizens about sustainable ethos and conservation’s

imperative, we sow the seeds for a collective, informed

endeavor towards a greener society.

Section 10.5: Participation in Global Sustainability

Initiatives

• Global Stewardship: Embracing our role as global denizens,

we actively engage with, challenge, research, find the truth

therein, and then contribute to worldwide sustainability

crusades. As threads in a vast tapestry, our collaborations

with diverse societies and global bodies amplify our shared

objective—planet preservation, in truth and justice.

Our unshakable dedication to sustainable development and

conservation mirrors our reverence for life’s interconnected

dance. This commitment underscores our fervent aspiration:

to bequeath a verdant, harmonious legacy to the Shibizens of
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tomorrow.

Article 11: Evolution and Adaptability

Preamble:

Recognizing that change is an immutable facet of existence,

our society is steadfast in its commitment to agility, flexibility,

and adaptability. We wholeheartedly embrace evolution, seeing

it as a path towards the enrichment of our collective existence.

Section 11.1: Continuous Evolution

• Embracing the Flux: Our society acknowledges and wel-

comes its inherent evolution in response to fresh scenarios,

obstacles, and prospects. We view this continual transfor-

mation not with trepidation, but as a golden chance for both

individual and communal growth.

Section 11.2: Embracing Technological Innovation

• Pioneering Progress: Staying abreast with the vanguard

of technological evolution is our promise. We ardently

integrate emerging technologies, amplifying the efficacy,

security, and operational prowess of our societal framework.

Section 11.3: Flexible Governance and Policies

• Dynamic Principles: Our governance and guiding princi-

ples, though rooted in core values, are designed for mal-

leability. They remain ever-responsive to the shifting sands

of time, ensuring that the heartbeats of our foundational
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tenets persist.

Section 11.4: Learning from History, Preparing for the

Future

• Legacy as our Lighthouse: Our commitment is to draw

wisdom from our annals - celebrating our victories and

learning from our missteps. Our past becomes the crucible,

offering insights that illuminate our forward path.

Section 11.5: Future-proofing Our Society

• Visionary Vigilance: Every decision we make, every step

we take, is infused with foresight. Not just catering to the

present, we are resolute in fortifying our society for the

myriad tomorrows, ensuring its longevity and flourishing.

By honoring change and elevating adaptability to a cardinal

virtue,we sculpt a society that exudes resilience, vibrancy, and is

supremelypoised to sail theunpredictable seas of the future. Our

unwavering commitment to evolution and adaptability stands

as a beacon, illuminating our dedication to the timeless thriving

of our society and its cherished Shibizens.
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Hound’s Constitution

Preamble

Divine Inspiration:

Guided by the infinite power of the universal force, known and

unknown, revered by many as the Supreme God and by some as

the essence of existence, or the profound order of the cosmos,

we—the Shibizens of this global decentralized society—affirm

and enact this Hound’s Constitution.

Guiding Force:

Endowed with the timeless wisdom of our forefathers and

foremothers, and fortified by the epoch-making strides in tech-

nology, we carve out this dynamic charter. This Constitution

embodies the steadfast architecture of our commune, paving

our way towards an ever-evolving decentralized utopia.
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Inception:

Spanning the boundless terrains of our intertwined digital

and terrestrial realms, and drawing inspiration from both the

heavens and our worldly pursuits, we jointly craft this living

document.

Core Endeavor:

UnderDivineProvidence, ourodyssey, heraldingaworld steeped

in tranquility and abundance, commences with this testament.

As we navigate this journey, we unfailingly adhere to the pillars

of equality, justice, and symbiotic respect.

Immutable Commitment:

Guided by the luminous trail set forth by this Constitution and

with faith in the divine plan, we venture into the vast expanse of

thedigital cosmos. Amid the relentlesswavesofmetamorphosis,

our commitment stands unwavering, ensuring the sanctity,

immortal life-cycle, and coherence of our society.

Article 1. Time, the Immortal Concept Reimagined

A new era requires a new way of thinking. Especially, as it

pertains to time. We consider time to be immemorial for our

decentralized society. Tobe that, timemustbe recalculated from

the birth of The Shib Ecosystem’s famous Shib Token. Using

this as our starting point solidifies our commitment tomaking a

better society, and showcases our independence culturally. Our

meme-tastic birth took place on:
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2020-07-31 18:32:43

Section 1.1. Naming Convention

From that point forward, is known as the Shib Era (s.e.) with

all time before indicated by indicating Before Shib (b.s.) and all

time after it being in Shib years, months or days (s.y., s.m., or

s.d.).

Section 1.2 Order of classification

The previous naming for time on all official Shib documents

that are approved and accepted by the Secretary Role for the

following governing bodies, serves as one of many signatures

of the governing team. Naming for the time of documents, can

be placed an either order. For instance, Shib Year 3 is correct for

our current year (2023), but it is also acceptable to write 3 s.y.

for official documents.

Section 1.3 Void Proposals

Any proposal offered by a Shibizen to council, without a Shib

Date, is considered void, and will automatically, must be resub-

mitted to said council at a future date (a Shib date) for review.

Article 2. Composition and Governance of Society
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Section 2.1. The Quad-Token Governance System

A quad-token system utilizing the Shib Ecosystem stands as the

pillar of our governance. Through these distinctive tokens, we

enable a diverse spectrum of voting styles, ensuring dynamic

and fair governance across all domains of our society. Wegovern

utilizing each token with its unique jurisdiction over distinct

facets of our state. To be exact, at least 3 s.y. - 4 s.y. (2023

-2024) serve as a gestation period, during which we pledge to

refine, finalize, and actualize the charter set forth. In the most

succinct manner,

• Shib: Shib allows for interactions with the non-Shib world,

accepted at tens of thousands of endpoints in the real world.

Moreover, Shib, presides over the communal fabric of our

society, governing the direction of our shared ethos by being

the token used for voting on community proposals.

• Bone: The guardian of our technological integrity, Bone

ensures that our digital structures remain robust and inno-

vative through its Technological governance, while being

the gas token for Shibarium.

• Leash: The sentinel of our policies and safeguards, Leash

fosters a secure and respectful environment, while offering

exclusivity to Leashers.

• Treat: The harbinger of entrepreneurial vigor, Treat is

the access token to all things Shib.io, while nourishing

the perpetual growth and expansion of our community via

Entrepreneurial governance.
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Article 3. Genesis and Evolution of Roles

Section 3.1. Foundational Roles and Collective Expansion

In the multifaceted realm of our global decentralized society,

we commence our journey with a myriad of roles for Shibizens.

These roles lay the cornerstone of our collective, andwill need to

be filled by noble, responsible, trustworthy ambassadors, coun-

cil members, protectors, DAOs, products, services, platforms

, institutions, influencers, families, companies, delegators,

validators, and OGs that will provide our foundation. This

sets the stage for the evolution of countless more roles as we

collectively thrive and expand.

Section 3.2. Dynamic Role Evolution and Economic

Contribution

As a vibrant, forward-thinking society, we understand and

acknowledge the dynamic nature of roleswithin our community.

Our vision is one of growth and evolution, where new roles

emerge and mature as our society expands. This flexible yet

structured approach allows for the organic development of the

society, fosteringanurturingenvironment for ideas, innovation,

and individual expression.

Section 3.3. Shibarians as Visitors of our Society

Furthermore, we recognize Shibarians – those who utilize

Shibarium but choose not to formally join our society – as

significant contributors to our economic landscape. Their activ-

ities and contributions, while outside the traditional confines
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of our societal structure, contribute substantially to the Shiba

State Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Shiba State Gross

National Product (GNP), both directly comparable indicators

of the health of our society. As such, these outsiders form an

integral part of our economic fabric, embodying the inclusive

and encompassing nature of our global decentralized state.

Section 3.4. Encouragement of Active Participation

Our society thrives on the energy, ideas, and commitment of

its Shibizens. We deeply value the unique perspectives each

Shibizen brings to our collective journey, making it richer and

more meaningful. Thus, we fervently encourage every Shibizen

to actively participate in our society’s shaping. This participa-

tion could take form inmanyways: as a councilmember lending

their wisdom to legislative decisions, an ambassador weaving

connections across boundaries, or even a protector ensuring the

safety of our shared digital realm.

Our society, in all its vibrancy and dynamism, belongs to every

Shibizen. Whether it’s by serving on a council or contributing in

other essential roles,weurgeall Shibizens to takepart actively in

our shared journey, infusing our collective narrative with their

unique stories and experiences. It is this robust participation

that breathes life into our society, propelling us forward towards

shared dreams and collective progress.

Section 3.5. Councils
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Section 3.5.1 Introduction

In the diverse tapestry of our society, each voice narrates a

unique perspective. Our council structure is crafted to capture

this rich vibrancy. Operatingunder theumbrella of the collective

DAO, these councils not only focus on specific societal niches

but also have the power to influence this charter so they must

be a responsible party willing to uphold this document in its

entirety.

Section 3.5.2 Structure and Function

Each council focuses on distinct societal facets, filtering propos-

als and submitting items for the collective vote. While individual

councils possess the autonomy to propose modifications to this

charter and others, inter-branch checks and balances ensure

a harmonized approach, preventing any single council from

overshadowing others. For structured growth, new councils are

to be introduced in groups of four.

Section 3.5.3 Proposed Starter Councils:

1. Charity Council (Shib Branch): Cultivates philanthropy

and ensures the fair distribution of resources to causes that

align with our society’s values.

2. Culture and Heritage Council (Shib Branch): Preserves

and celebrates our society’s cultural heritage, fostering

unity, andmutual appreciation among Shibizens.

3. EconomicCouncil (TreatBranch): Dedicated tofiscalwell-

being, it meticulously produces and interprets financial

data, seeking avenues for economic expansion and finan-
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cial growth.

4. Education and Research Council (Bone Branch): Propa-

gates knowledge, fosters innovation, and ensures techno-

logical and societal advancement.

5. Environmental Council (Leash Branch): Champions sus-

tainable practices, focusing on conserving resources, envi-

ronmental preservation, and carbon footprint reduction.

6. Ethics and Dispute Resolution Council (Leash Branch):

Provides resolutions to ethical quandaries, creates moral

blueprints, and impartially settles Shibizen disputes.

7. Fun &Marketing Council (Treat Branch): Drives engage-

ment, fosters community spirit, andmarkets our collective

ethos to the world.

8. Technology Council (Bone Branch): Responsible for the

maintenance of our society’s technological evolution, en-

suring the protection of infrastructure components, in-

cluding but in no way limited to metaverse, blockchain,

self-sovereign identity, and AI protocols.

Section 3.5.3 Council Collaboration

While councils have distinct areas of focus, their collective

efforts ensure that decisions align with our overarching societal

values. As our society’s needs shift and evolve, so too will the

number and scope of our councils.

Section 3.5.4 Council Membership:

Membership in these councils is open to any Shibizen, from

noble ambassadors to influential platforms. These roles form

the cornerstone of our collective. We seek the participation of
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responsible and trustworthy individuals and entities, including

ambassadors, protectors, DAOs, products, services, platforms,

institutions, influencers, families, companies, delegators, val-

idators, OGs, andmore. These entities and individuals lay the

foundation upon which our society stands. However, SHIBAR-

IANS are excluded from council membership and must first

attain Shibizenship to participate.

Section 3.5.5 Terms of Council Members

Fresh insights and innovative paradigms invigorate our society.

Democratically elected councilmembers, with proposed tenures

of 4 Shib Years, steer our legislative course. This time is the

amount of time it takes for this structure to be built from

inception. Fueled by SHIB, thismodel amplifies every Shibizen’s

voice, cultivating a true democratic ethos. Multiple terms can be

suggested by the council and approved by the society as stated

in Article 8.

Section 3.5.6 Council Inclusive Participation

All Shibizens, irrespective of their roles, can aspire to a council,

ensuring a representation that mirrors our society’s diversity,

enshrining a genuinely inclusive legislative process.

Section 3.5.7. Checks and Balances

Power equilibrium andmeticulous scrutiny underpin our soci-

etal architecture. Major council decisions require multifaceted

approvals, thwarting power centralization and promoting soci-

etal equilibrium.
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• 3.5.7.1 Inter-Council Accountability: Councils interde-

pendently validate proposed policies and laws, fostering

collaboration and impeding unilateral decisions.

• 3.5.7.2 Shibizen Oversight: The Shibizen collective remains

the supreme custodian of the branches, continually guiding

and overseeing its trajectory by being the final decision of

all votes before approval.

• 3.5.7.3 Term Limits: Council members, with a suggested

term of 4 years, ensure fresh viewpoints rejuvenate each

Branch herein.

• 3.5.7.4 Transparency Requirements: Mandating trans-

parency, councils must divulge all proceedings and verdicts.

• 3.5.7.5 Inter-Branch Checks and Balances: Comple-

mentary branches—Technological, Protective, and

Financial—balance and harmonize the Legislative Branch’s

powers.

Section 3.5.8 Decision-Making Processes

Our society champions cooperative decision-making, anchored

by the Shiba Ecosystem tokens. Implementing adaptive voting

mechanisms, every Shibizen molds our societal panorama,

promoting a participatory and egalitarian ethos.

Section 3.5.9 Amendments

A testament to our adaptable spirit, our constitution and govern-

ing documents remainmalleable, ensuring they resonate with

changing times. These amendments are proposed and voted on

by councils.
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Section 3.5.10 Council Inclusive Participation

All Shibizens, irrespective of their roles, can aspire to a council,

ensuring a representation that mirrors our society’s diversity,

enshrining a genuinely inclusive legislative process.

Section 3.5.11 Checks and Balances

Power equilibrium andmeticulous scrutiny underpin our soci-

etal architecture. Major council decisions require multifaceted

approvals, thwarting power centralization and promoting soci-

etal equilibrium.

Section 3.5.12 Transparency Requirements

Mandating transparency, councils must divulge all proceedings

and verdicts.

Section 3.5.13 Amendments

Before any adjustment to this document, remaining branches

from the society, must all agree on the amendment via councils,

and thenafinal agreement fromtheDAOsaswell. A testament to

our adaptable spirit, our constitution and governing documents

remain malleable with changing times.

Article 4. Shib Branch of Society

The Shib Branch emerges as a paramount cornerstone in our

society’s democratic edifice, grounded on inclusive decision-

making. At its helm, Shib, channeling the essence of the
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SHIBARMY, steers the community endeavors, illuminating the

trajectory towards collective growth and progress.

Section 4.1. Role of Shib Token

The Shib token allows for symbolically propels our legislative

machinery. Embodying our democratic fabric, it grants every

Shibizen an equitable voice inmolding our shared journey. From

council elections to legislative votes, the Shib token guarantees

transparency and participative democracy.

Section 4.2. Responsibilities of Shib Branch

The Shib Branch is responsible for, amongst other duties,

governing community proposals. It specifically also focuses

on charity and culture, to ensure that Shib continues to be a

beacon to the less fortunate.

Article 5. Technology Branch and the Role of Bone

Preamble

In the heart of our digital society pulses the Technology Branch,

powered by Bone. This branch embodies our commitment to

technological excellence, safeguarding our digital realms, and

pioneering innovations for the betterment of all Shibizens.
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Section 5.1. Role and Responsibility

The Technological Branch, driven by Bone, has the esteemed

responsibility of curating, securing, and innovating our So-

ciety’s vast technological ecosystem. This branch stands as

our Society’s stalwart defender against digital threats and the

custodian of our technical integrity, ensuring the robustness

of our technological infrastructure today while envisioning the

digital tomorrows.

Section 5.2. Composition and Governance

Initially composed of appointed experts across various fields,

the Technological Branch’s governance hinges on the power of

Bone. While the initial councilmembers are appointed, to ensure

technological security, the long-term vision is for each Shibizen

holding Bone to inherently have a voice in the Technological

Branch’s decisions and council members.

Section 5.3. Technological Standards and Principles

Guided by the collective wisdom of Bone holders and Council

members, the Technological Branch is charged with setting and

upholding the technological standards and principleswithin our

Society. This includes the establishment of guidelines around

technology use, digital rights, data privacy, and AI ethics.
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Section 5.4. Continual Education and Research

The Technological Branch is tasked with the duty of continual

education, research, and development. Through various ini-

tiatives such as online courses, seminars, workshops, research

programs, and collaborations, the Technological Branch en-

sures that Shibizens have the tools and knowledge they need to

navigate and contribute to our technological landscape.

Section 5.5. Technological Justice and Ethics

The Technological Branch is the guardian of technological

justice and ethics within our society. It ensures that our tech-

nologies respect the rights and freedoms of Shibizens, sets and

enforces strict ethical guidelines, and upholds the principle of

self-sovereign identity, ensuring that each Shibizen’s digital

identity remains private, secure, and entirely within their

control.

Section 5.6. Diplomacy and External Relations

Through the Technology Council, the Technology Branch shall

nurture relationships beyond our digital borders. It is the

Branch’s responsibility to foster harmonious relations with

external technological entities and to ensure our technologi-

cal advancements are shared with the global community in a

manner that promotes growth and decentralized culture.
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Section 5.7. Preservation and Future Progression

The Technological Branch, cognizant of the swift evolution of

the digital realm, bears the responsibility to secure our societal

technology’s relevance and advancement. It must strive for

continuous technological improvement while ensuring that no

Shibizen gets left behind in the face of progress.

Article 6. Protection and Policy Branch

The Protection and Policy Branch, operating under the aegis of

Leash, stands as the bastion of safety, integrity, and the rule

of law, safeguarding the interests of all Shibizens across the

myriad dimensions they inhabit. While Leash will remain as the

exclusive token for the Shiba Ecosystem, Leash’s exclusive role

in governance is of the upmost importance and described in full

herein.

Section 6.1. Role and Responsibilities

The Protection and Policy Branch, powered by Leash, emerges

as a steadfast guardian of our society in every realm - the

metaverse, the digital, and the physical world. Embodying the

principles of the Great Canine Code, this branch secures the

rights, security, and peace of all Shibizens across all dimensions

of existence. This branch’s mandate transcends the mere

enforcement of laws, as it aspires to affirm societal harmony by

precluding discord before it can surface. Its sphere of respon-

sibility covers everything from safeguarding digital identities

to ensuring the security of physical community spaces, thereby
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guaranteeing every facet of our society is fortified against

harm and disruptions. Its role thus extends from preventive to

responsive, maintaining a watchful eye over societal activities

and standing ready to respond effectively to policy violations.

The Protection and Policy Branch thus ensures our society

remains an environmentwhere every Shibizen feels safe, valued,

and shielded.

Section 6.2: Policy Formulation

The Protection and Policy Branch plays a significant role in

shaping the society’s policy framework. Its deep understanding

of societal vulnerabilities and its mandate to safeguard against

harm place it in a unique position to formulate policies that

enhance societal resilience and uphold the principles of the

Great Canine Code. To ensure the integrity of the system, initial

members of this branch’s councils will be carefully selected,

or elected based on Karma and Reputation. These members

will guide the formation of comprehensive policies that foster

trust and peace within our society, with the collective input

and consensus from all Shibizens (through voting via the Shib

Branch). As our society evolves, these policies will continually

be evaluated and revised to ensure they continue to promote

the overall goals of our society in both the metaverse and the

physical world.

Section 6.3: Checks and Balances

To maintain harmony within the society, the Protection and

Policy Branch is committed to exercising ameticulous system

of checks and balances. It supervises and scrutinizes the actions
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of all the branches, including its own, ensuring adherence to

the laws and policies set forth in the Great Canine Code and

this Constitution. In addition, the branch acts as a safeguard to

prevent the misuse of power and ensure the fair treatment of

all Shibizens. Its role in establishing and maintaining checks

and balances emphasizes the branch’s crucial role in fostering

a culture of accountability and transparency within society. It

is important to note that this branch does not exercise power

unilaterally; rather, it acts based on the collective consensus

of all Shibizens, reflecting the democratic ethos of our society

and ensuring a perpetually decentralized system of peace and

tranquility.

Section 6.4: Protectors of Decentralization (PODs)

The vital responsibility of ensuring the decentralization of the

Shiba society and overseeing investigations into potential viola-

tions of this principle is entrusted to a specialized subcommittee

known as the Protectors of Decentralization, or PODs.

Section 6.4.1: Rigorous Auditing

Given the pivotal role of the Protectors of Decentralization

(PODs) in ensuring the integrity of the Shiba society, this group

is subject to frequent and extensive audits. These audits go

beyond routine checks and delve into the conduct, decisions,

and operations of the PODs. This rigorous audit system is

conducted by a separate body constituted by representatives

from each branch, maintaining a balance of power. This process

ensures that the PODs themselves uphold the highest standards

of transparency, accountability, and ethical conduct at all times.
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The audit reports are made available to the entire Shiba state,

reinforcing the society’s commitment to transparency and the

decentralized ethos.

Section 6.5: Reporting Violations

A critical aspect of preserving our society’s safety and integrity

is the proactive engagement of every Shibizen. To this end,

all members are encouraged to report any perceived breaches

or misuse of societal rules and resources. A confidential and

intuitive reporting system is integrated into our network to

protect the reporter’s identity while ensuring accurate capture

of all relevant details. This community vigilantism, bolstered by

the investigative diligence of the Protectors of Decentralization,

enhances our collective ability to uphold a secure, equitable, and

harmonious society. Ongoing revisions and improvements to

the reporting system, informed by technological progress and

societal feedback, ensure its perpetual efficacy.

Section 6.6: Systemic Improvements

With the ever-evolving landscape of technology and human

societal interactions, it’s vital for the security mechanisms of

our society to keep pace. This executive branch, in collaboration

with the technology branch, is tasked with the responsibility

of researching, developing, and implementing upgrades to our

security protocols,mechanisms, and tools. This commitment to

continuous improvement ensures the society’s safety architec-

ture remains robust, adaptable, and well-equipped to counter

both existing and emerging threats.
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Section 6.7: The Right to Privacy

At the heart of our society’s code of conduct is the unwavering

respect for the right to privacy. Our technology infrastructure,

security protocols, and societal norms collectively uphold this

principle. No personal data will be collected or shared without

explicit consent. Breaches of privacy are regarded as severe

violations, warranting immediate investigation by the Protec-

tors of Decentralization and potential punitive action including

and not limited to loss of Shibizenship. The society’s privacy

policy is subject to regular reviews,withupdates beingproposed,

discussed, and adopted democratically, ensuring it continues to

reflect the collective will and values of the Shibizens.

Section 6.8: Check and Balance Role

Serving as a pivotal axis in our societal structure, the security

branch plays a significant role in sustaining the checks and

balances system of our society. It is charged with the respon-

sibility of overseeing the activities and operations of the other

branches - legislative, technology, and entrepreneurial. Acting

akin to a vigilant shepherd, the security branch ensures that the

processes, decisions, and actions undertaken by these branches

are in strict compliance with the ethical guidelines, societal

norms, and regulations laid down in the Great Canine Code

and this Constitution. The aim here is not to instill a sense of

surveillance but to reinforce accountability, foster transparency,

and cultivate trust within our Shibizen community. From

reviewing technological advancements and evaluating their po-

tential security implications to auditing legislative decisions for

their fairness and respect towards individual privacy, the scope
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of this check and balance role is wide and dynamic. Moreover,

as the society grows and evolves, the security branch is tasked

to adapt its methods of checks and balances accordingly. It

not only ensures the society’s technological advancements are

secured and the legislative decisions are just, but also that our

entrepreneurial pursuits donot compromise the essential values

of our community: safety, equity, peace, and sovereignty. Thus,

the security branch, guided by Leash, fortifies the society’s

ethos, ensuring a balanced growth trajectory, free from the

perils of centralization and power consolidation.

Article 7. The Innovation Branch

Section 7.1. Role and Composition.

The Innovation Branch, powered by the pioneering capabilities

of TREAT, is the linchpin for all projects on SHIB.io, granting

Shibizens comprehensive access to an expanding universe that

includes certain aspects of our Metaverse & SuperApp. This

branch is a dynamic assembly of ambitious entrepreneurs,

forward-thinking startups, transformative innovators, and

strategic investors. ThroughTREATgovernance, the Innovation

Branch democratizes and decentralizes the flow of innovation,

ensuring our economic success and analytics are designed,

assessed, and redesigned to maximize our physical and digital

evolution.
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Section 7.2. Duties and Responsibilities.

The Innovation Branch is pivotal in shaping the society’s trajec-

tory. It takes the lead not only in generating and initiating ideas

but also in safeguarding and amplifying our society’s growth. A

focus area includes overseeingmarketing and development, fun

and games, ensuring transparency of all initiatives and aligning

approved projects to the society’s foundational values. A true

meme council, this branchmaintain the society’s decentralized

state by executing wide range of efforts from cultivating inno-

vative startups to fostering technological advancements. These

initiatives are critical to driving both our physical and digital

evolution.

Section 7.3. Voting and Decision-Making Processes.

Under the guidance of TREAT, the Innovation Branch embodies

flexibility in its decision-makingprocesses. Theversatile nature

of TREAT facilitates a range of voting methodologies, from

democratic to quadratic, adapting to the diverse needs of the

innovation ecosystem.

Section 7.4. Innovation Initiatives and Treat Tokenomics.

Driven by TREAT’s energy, the Innovation Branch guides so-

ciety’s progression, introducing a broad array of innovation

initiatives. The unique nature of Treat lends itself to a distribu-

tion that includes private investors, mods, devs, and founders

who make up only a portion of the allocation of Treat set to

the global public at the time of launch. Future amendments of

this of this section (A.7 S.7.4) can be automatically ratified by
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the authors herein, to update the community of this token as

information becomes available.

Section 7.4.1. Advisory Boards for Strategic Direction.

Advisory Boards, enriched with innovation experts, provide

invaluable insights, ensuring the branch stays ahead of the

innovation curve. All are welcome to join an advisory board,

and partnershibs are encouraged by all visionaries.

Section 7.4.2. Incubators for Nurturing Talent and Ideas.

Incubators are foundational in the Innovation Branch, foster-

ing an environment wherein talent is meticulously mentored,

promising a steady influx of innovation for society. Advisors

can volunteer or be paid by incubator attendees (or others) for

their work on these incubators, and selection of candidates is

solely through the discretion of the advisory boards that will

attend to those incubators.

Section 7.4.4. Special Councils for Resource Coordination and

Execution.

These councils are instrumental in coordinating resources,

streamlining society’s efforts, and executing specialized inno-

vation projects, ensuring society’s aspirations come to fruition.

• Economic Council

Dedicated to the society’s fiscal well-being, this council pro-

duces and interprets financial data, striving for economic ex-
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pansion and financial growth. It also works closely with SHIB.io

to ensure success of all initiatives and institutions.

• Fun &Marketing Council

Centrally focused on driving engagement, this council nurtures

the community spirit and champions our collective ethos to the

global audience.

Section 7.6. Admission of New Institutions.

The Innovation Branch supervises the integration of new in-

stitutions into our ecosystem. After an in-depth verification

by the Protection Branch, these institutions are presented to

TREAT councils, advisors, and eventually token holders for a

determinative vote. This vote can be democratic, quadratic, or

a combination of the two, with the decision in the hands of the

Innovation Branch.

Section 7.7. Responsibility Towards Society.

While the branch accentuates innovation, there remains an

unwavering commitment to society’s values. All actions and de-

cisions are aimed at elevating Shibizens’ welfare while revering

the principles of decentralization and success.

Section 7.8. Checks and Balances.

The Protection Branch carries out frequent audits of the Inno-

vation Branch, ensuring all activities remain just, and in perfect

alignment with the trust vested in them by the society. Any
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issues found are then brought to vote by special councils in each

branch, with an ultimate vote brought to the quad vote system

should any issues be found.

ARTICLE 8. AMENDMENT PROCESS

Section 8.1. Proposal

Amendments to the Hound’s Constitution can be proposed by

any council or council member, backed by a super consensus of

Shib holders. This system promotes continuous evolution and

adaptation to the society’s needs. Proposals must be clear, well-

articulated, andstate theunderlying reasons for theamendment.

Please remember, all documents must have the proper Shib

Time to be accepted for review. Please see A1.S1.

Section 8.2. Review

Proposed amendments undergo a review conducted by a com-

mittee comprising validators from the Technological Branch

and the Protectors of Decentralization. The primary objective

of this committee is to evaluate the technical feasibility of the

amendment and to gauge its potential ramifications on the

operations of the society and its members. Next, a committee

of each of the 8 key councils shall review the proposal in full for

no less than 1 week.
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Section 8.3. Debate.

After the review phase (A8.S2), the proposed amendment is

introduced to the society for comprehensive debate. This phase

presents an invaluable opportunity for all Shibizens to dissect

the implications of the suggested change, allowing themtovoice

their insights, concerns, and opinions.

Section 8.4. Voting.

Once the debate concludes, no less than one week, and nomore

than 1 year, the proposed amendment advances to a voting stage.

Every Shibizen in possession of at the most ONE (1) Shib token,

is vested with the right to cast their vote democratically. If the

proposed amendment involves a specific branch, or specific

branch’s operations, in any way, that branch must also vote

democratically to approve the amendment.

Section 8.5 Presidents

Leaders stand as the pillars of success, but they also represent

potential points of concern. For this reason, a leader was never

part of Ryoshi’s vision and not part of this document. How-

ever, this system, which represents a completion of Ryoshi’s

vision, may eventually necessitate various people in places of

power. Thus, the prospective inclusion of a section about the

structure and limitations of this personmust be included in this

constitution under amendments. Technically, this document

does not inherently request or demand the appointment of a

president and thus, would require a hefty amendment to appoint

one or multiple presidents. However, should the community
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deem it necessary and subsequently vote one into a branch, the

following sections become active, ensuring no single individual

holds unchecked power, and none get elected to a position of

power without the genuine consent of the Shibizen populace.

Section 8.5.1. Upholding Decentralization Principles

While the role of a president might emerge, it is imperative to

understandandaffirmthat the coreprinciple of decentralization

remains sacrosanct. Any appointed president must function as

a facilitator and coordinator, not a centralized decision-making

entity, ensuring that the true spirit of decentralization is never

compromised.

Section 8.5.2. Role Eligibility and Qualifications

Candidates vying for the presidential role should have a proven

history within the community, demonstrating a deep under-

standing of our project’s goals and ethos. Additionally, any

potential conflicts of interest must be disclosed and assessed

before candidacy. The Role cannot be declared by a person, but

instead only can the role be suggested by vote of a council within

a branch. The protective branch must approve the candidate

before any voting takes place.

Section 8.5.3 Duties and Responsibilities

The president, once elected, would be responsible for providing

guidance, ensuring smooth inter-branch communications, and

representing the community’s interest in external forums. They

must also be proactive in understanding emerging challenges
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and opportunities for the Shibizen community and ensuring

their contribution.

Section 8.5.4 Accountability Mechanisms

To ensure that the president remains aligned with the com-

munity’s aspirations, regular reviews and town hall sessions

will be scheduled. These platforms will provide Shibizens an

opportunity to raise concerns, seek clarifications, and ensure

the president’s actions reflect community interests.

Section 8.5.5 Succession Planning

In unforeseen circumstances where the president cannot con-

tinue in their role, the closest ranking council member will

temporarily assume responsibilities. This interim measure

ensures continuity until a new president is democratically

chosen by the community.

Section 8.5.6 Term Limits

While presidents can seek re-election, they are limited to amax-

imumof three consecutive terms, unless decided by a consensus

of all branches’ holders. This mechanism ensures that new

perspectives continually emerge in leadership roles, fostering

innovation and preventing potential stagnation, unless the

leader is fully leading in this space. The president can also

step down at any time, but cannot appoint their successor.

That proposed successor, can however, be suggested by the

former president. The proposed predecessor goes through the

same election process as the former president, and the former
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president’s vote is not counted.

Section 8.5.7. Compensation and Incentives

Presidential compensation will be decided by a consensus of the

community. Such remuneration ensures that the president’s

objectives align closely with community growth and well-being.

Section 8.5.8. Crisis Management

In times of crises or significant community challenges, the pres-

ident will have the authority to convene emergencymeetings,

solicit expert advice, and propose rapid response strategies.

However, any major decisions must still adhere to the decen-

tralized voting mechanisms in place.

Section 8.4.1.9. Transparency and Communication

Maintaining an open channel of communication with Shibizens

is paramount. Presidents will provide monthly updates, partici-

pate in Q&A sessions, and ensure that every communitymember

remains informed about ongoing initiatives, challenges, and

milestones.

Section 8.5. Implementation.

In the event that the amendment garners approval from the

mandatedmajority, the onus of its implementation falls upon

the relevant branches and councils. At this juncture, a clear and

concise timeline for its realization will be delineated.
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Article 9. Ratification

Section 9.1 Ratification Process

The Hound’s Constitution comes into effect when it has been

ratified by a majority of Shibizens in a democratic vote.

Section 9.2 Role of Branches

Each branch plays a vital role in the ratification process. The

Legislative Branch is responsible for facilitating the vote. The

Technological Branch ensures the technological infrastructure

for the voting process. The Protection Branch safeguards the

integrity of the vote. The Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Branch communicates and promotes the Constitution to the

community.

Section 9.3 Outcome

The results of the ratification vote are made public and become

binding upon the society. All future actions and decisions must

align with the ratified Constitution.

Article 10. Declaration of Rights

Section 10.1 Equality

We respect every Shibizen as equal, regardless of their physical

form. We do however honor humans over their artificial coun-

terparts. This ensures the survival of humanity. Discrimination

or prejudice is strictly prohibited.
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Section 10.2 Freedom of Expression and Belief

All Shibizens have the right to voice their opinions, ideas, and

concerns freely. They are encouraged to contribute to the

society’s growth, diversity, and evolution. The foundational

beliefs and freedoms of Shibizens are further detailed in the

Great Canine Code.

Section 10.3 Access to Resources

Every Shibizen has the right to access the society’s resources

and services. This includes digital assets, technological infras-

tructure, and other societal resources.

Section 10.4 Protection Under the Law

Shibizens are entitled to protection under the laws outlined

in the Hound’s Constitution and the Great Canine Code. This

includes protection from harm, fraud, and other forms of

exploitation.

Section 10.5 Responsibility

Shibizens have a responsibility to act in the best interests of the

society. This includes upholding the principles of the society,

participating in its governance, and respecting the rights of

fellow Shibizens.
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Article 11. Validators and Delegators

Section 11.1 Definition

Validators are nodes that propose blocks and confirm transac-

tions on the Shibarium Layer 2 blockchain, ensuring the health,

integrity, and security of the network. Delegators, by contrast,

are Shibizens who delegate their Bone tokens to validators,

contributing to the staking pool and sharing in both the rewards

and risks of the validators.

Section 11.2 Becoming a Validator

To become a validator, Shibizens must stake a significant

amount of Bone. This stake amount ensures the validator’s

commitment to the network’s integrity. Initially set at 10,000

for a super node, it’s designed to be substantial enough to

promote genuine participation but not prohibitive. In the

network’s nascent phase, a predetermined set of validators is

often used to ensure stability, with decentralization increasing

over time. Prospective validators must also satisfy technical

requirements, such as operating a node with constant uptime

and updating it as necessary.

Section 11.3 Validator Responsibilities

Validators uphold the network by validating transactions and

proposing blocks. Misconduct or neglect of duty may result in

“slashing,”where part of the validator’s staked Bone is forfeited.

Validators also join consensus votes, shaping the blockchain’s

state and evolution.
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Section 11.4 Becoming a Delegator

Shibizens who prefer not to take on the role of validators,

either due to the intricate technical demands or the staking

prerequisites, can still engage as delegators. By staking their

Bone with an elected validator, delegators augment the overall

stake of that validator, indirectly boosting their chances of

being picked to propose blocks. Delegators are encouraged to

assess validators on variousmetrics: performance track records,

security protocols, and community standing.

Section 11.5 Delegator Responsibilities

Delegators are aligned with their chosen validators’ outcomes.

Any rewards acquired by validators are proportionally allocated

to delegators post the deduction of a nominal commission for

the validator. Conversely, should a validator be slashed for

neglectful or malicious activities, delegators bear a portion of

that loss.

Section 11.6 Dynamic Validator Set

The validator roster is fluid, adjusting as validators enter or

depart, and as delegators reallocate their Bone. Initially, a

predefined ensemble of validators supervises the network, but

as it evolves, an algorithm will determine validator selection.

This is based on staked tokens (personal and delegated), node

uptime, and historical behavior, ensuring a system that values

integrity and dedication.
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Section 11.7 Validator and Delegator Rewards

Rewards serve as motivation for validators and delegators to

uphold the network. These rewards are primarily sourced from

transaction fees levied by the network, given during certain

checkpoints. A small portion of these rewardsmight be reserved

to bolster community initiatives and ongoing development.

Section 11.8 Governance

Validators play a pivotal role beyond just network maintenance.

They wield the authority to suggest modifications to the net-

work’s parameters and are integral in the voting process for

decisions that resonate across the entire ecosystem. Their

staked Bone, along with TBONE from governance decisions,

amplifies their influence in these key decisions.

Article 12. Institutional Structure

Preamble

Institutions are vital to our society. Thus, they have their

own document in the ShibPaper that goes into further detail.

A12 herein, gives a guiding system to follow within the larger

framework that is the Hound’s Constitution.
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Section 12.1 Definition

Institutions act as cornerstones within our society, orchestrat-

ing technical, cultural, and entrepreneurial innovations. These

entities play a pivotal role in defining the society’s trajectory, in-

troducing everything from breakthrough technological patents

to iconic cultural symbols and from avant-garde business

methodologies to immersive Metaverse experiences.

Section 12.2 Scope

Our society’s institutions span a diverse spectrum, touching

areas like Intellectual Property (IP) creation, Authenticated

Collectible toy production, Metaverse design and development,

gourmet gastronomy explorations, and collaborations in AI &

Oracle technologies.

Section 12.3 Charter

To ensure clarity in purpose and operation, every institution

is governed by a distinct charter. This charter delineates their

mission, obligations, and operational boundaries, making sure

their endeavors consistently further the collective’s welfare and

aspirations.

Section 12.4 Financial Management

Institutions serve as catalysts for economic growth of our

society, contributing to GDP or GNP as well as other health

indicators.
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Section 12.5 Joining the System

For an institution to integrate into our societal framework, it

first undergoes a rigorous assessment by the Protection Branch

to ascertain its credibility. Post this validation, its potential

membership is deliberated upon by the Innovation Branch,

leveraging a democratic voting mechanism. This rigorous

scrutiny safeguards our society’s core values, ensuring only

entities aligned with our vision and ethos find a place within.

Note, institutions that join pre-Shib Year 4 (and potentially

5 s.y.) may be able to surpass this system until the society is

completely enacted on a global stage including governance, and

the tenets herein.

Section 12.6 Community Impact

Institutions domore than just contribute services or products;

theymold the state’s ethos, and envision its future trajectory.

Their innovations, both tangible and intangible, ignite inspi-

ration, setting a beacon for what our society can achieve, thus

empowering every individual within.

This structural design ensures that institutions seamlessly

integrate, fostering a harmonious blend of innovation and the

overarching ambition of collective progress.

Article 13: Cross Branch Initiatives to ensure

Perpetual Decentralization

13.1 Cross-Branch Committees:
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13.1.1 Composition:

Each Cross-Branch Committee is composed of a select number

of members from each of the four branches, ensuring the rep-

resentation of all major factions in our society. The number of

membersmaybe decided upon the formation of each committee,

ensuring a fair and balanced representation.

13.1.2 Appointment and Tenure:

Members are selected through a democratic process within each

branch, ensuring they genuinely represent their peers’ interests.

Pre-Shib Year 5, the appointment and tenure may be variable

to ensure continuity of the brand and objectives herein from

genesis. The term of eachmember may vary depending on the

committee’s role and responsibilities. Rotation policies should

be put in place to maintain a fresh perspective and to prevent

stagnation.

13.1.3 Scope and Function:

Each committee is assigned, distributed, or enacted with a spe-

cific mandate or project that requires inter-branch cooperation.

This might involve crafting legislation that affects multiple

branches, overseeing shared initiatives, or managing shared

resources.
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13.1.4 Working Mechanisms:

Committees are given the freedom to decide on their working

mechanisms, such as meeting frequency, decision-making pro-

cess, communicationmethods, etc., within thebroad framework

of the society’s principles and guidelines.

13.1.5 Reporting and Transparency:

To ensure accountability and transparency, each committee

should regularly report to the community about its actions,

decisions, and progress on its mandate. This not only enables

Shibizens to stay informed but also holds the committees

accountable to the society. Unfair practices can be addresses

through our various checks and balances.

13.1.6 Dissolution and Rotation:

Upon completing their mandate or at the end of their tenure,

committees are dissolved, and new ones are formed. This rota-

tion ensures a continuous influx of fresh ideas and perspectives

and prevents the undue accumulation of power.

13.1.7 Conflict Resolution:

In cases of disagreements or conflicts within a committee, a

higher oversight council consisting of senior representatives

from each branch may be called upon to mediate and resolve

issues. This council will be constituted ad hoc and will dissolve

once its purpose is served.
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13.2 Inter-Branch Auditing:

13.2.1 Purpose:

To promote transparency, trust, and accountability among

the branches, we implement an Inter-Branch Auditing system.

This process ensures that every branch performs its duties

responsibly and according to the established guidelines of our

society.

13.2.2 Auditing Entities:

Eachbranch is subject to anaudit bya selectedgroupofmembers

from the other branches. These members, known as Inter-

BranchAuditors, are chosenbasedon their expertise, reputation,

and contributions to our society.

13.2.3 Auditing Process:

The auditing process involves a thorough review of the branch’s

operations, activities, decisions, and financial transactions over

a defined period. The auditors assess the branch’s compliance

with societal guidelines and its effectiveness in carrying out its

mandate.

13.2.4 Reporting:

Upon completion of the audit, a detailed report is prepared

and shared with the community. This report includes findings,

observations, and recommendations for improvement. It not

only fosters transparency but also helps the audited branch to
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enhance its operations and serve the society better.

13.2.5 Action on Findings:

If any malpractices or deviations from societal guidelines are

found during the audit, the relevant branch is required to ad-

dress them promptly. In case of serious violations, disciplinary

measures may be taken, including replacement of the branch’s

leadership or members.

13.2.6 Auditing Frequency:

Tomaintain an optimal balance between transparency and effi-

ciency, audits are performed at regular intervals (for instance,

annually) or whenever deemed necessary by the society.

13.3 Appointment of Cross-Branch Committee Members:

13.3.1 Implementation of a Meritocracy:

As our society matures, a meritocratic system, supported by

Karma and Reputation initiatives, will increasingly influence

the committee member selection process. This mechanism

evaluates the performance of committee members within their

designated roles, their active involvement in societal decision-

making, and their overall contributions to society’s betterment.

The overriding purpose of this mechanism is to guarantee that

committee members embody not just the technical competen-

cies required but also staunchly uphold our society’s ethos and

values.
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13.3.2 Universality of the Karma and Reputation System:

While the Karma and Reputation initiatives play a significant

role in committee appointments, it’s crucial to underscore

their universal applicability within our society. Every Shibizen,

regardless of their role or branch affiliation, participates in the

Karma and Reputation system. The Karma initiative allows

automatic accrual of points based on predetermined societal

milestones and activities. In contrast, the Reputation initiative

encourages manual point accrual through validated activities,

including leaving reviews, performing good deeds, or participat-

ing in digital or real-world tasks where feedback can be given

by any Shibizen, AI, IoT devices, or even DAOs.

13.4 Cross-Branch Collaborations:

13.4.1 Project-Based Collaborations:

For specific societal projects that require multi-disciplinary in-

put, project-basedcollaborationsare initiated. These temporary

teams are assembled by pulling in resources and expertise from

relevant branches, ensuring the project benefits froma diversity

of ideas and skills.

13.4.2 Inter-Branch Initiatives:

Beyond specific projects, our society encourages ongoing inter-

branch initiatives to cultivate a culture of cooperation and

shared responsibility. This might include regular knowledge-

sharing sessions, communal brainstorming for future planning,

or joint training and development programs.
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13.4.3 Collaborative Problem-Solving:

In the event of societal challenges or disputes, collaborative

problem-solving ensures a balanced, fair, and effective resolu-

tion. By involving representatives from each branch, our society

promotes a comprehensive approach to problem-solving that

takes into account all aspects of an issue and its impact on

different sectors of our society.

13.4.4 Decision-Making Process:

In all cross-branch collaborations, decision-making follows

a process facilitated by the relevant token, depending on the

nature of the collaboration. Every token within the Shiba Inu

Ecosystem serves its purpose, ensuring balanced representation

and decision-making. By combining the strength of consensus

with the equality of democracy, we ensure that each branch has

an equal say in the outcomes of these collaborations.

3.5 Transparency and Accountability in Cross-Branch

Collaborations:

Transparency and accountability are foundational principles

of our society. These are especially critical in cross-branch

collaborations where decisions made can have wide-ranging

impacts. To foster a culture of openness and responsibility, all

collaborative activities are subject to these principles.
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13.5.1 Open Communication:

All cross-branch collaborations prioritize open and clear com-

munication. Regular updates, comprehensive reporting, and

open channels of communication ensure that all Shibizens are

aware of the ongoing collaborations, their objectives, progress,

and outcomes.

13.5.2 Documentation and Archiving:

To preserve the integrity and transparency of the decision-

making process, all decisions and actions taken during collabo-

rations are documented and archived. This creates a historical

record that can be referenced in future deliberations and ensures

accountability for decisions made.

13.5.3 Independent Audits:

To further reinforce accountability, cross-branchcollaborations

are subject to independent audits by the Protection Branch.

These audits provide an unbiased assessment of the collabo-

ration’s adherence to our society’s principles and the proper

utilization of resources. They ensure that all activities alignwith

our society’s objectives and uphold its values.

13.5.4 Grievance Redressal:

In the event of any disputes or grievances arising from cross-

branch collaborations, a fair and transparent redressal mech-

anism is in place. This mechanism allows for the peaceful

resolution of conflicts, ensuring that every Shibizen’s voice is
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heard and their rights are respected.

13.5.5 Feedback and Improvement:

Finally, to ensure continual growth and improvement, feedback

is actively sought from all stakeholders involved in the collab-

oration. This feedback is then used to refine the collaborative

process, enhancing its effectiveness and efficiency for future

initiatives.

13.6 Evolution of Cross-Branch Collaborations:

Cross-branch collaborations are dynamic entities that will

evolve with the progression of our society. The ethos of this

evolution is continual learning, adaptation, and innovation,

based on the changing needs and aspirations of the Shibizens.

13.6.1 Learning from Experience:

Every cross-branch collaboration is a learning opportunity. The

insights gained from these initiatives, whether they succeed or

fail, are valuable in shaping future collaborations. A culture of

learning and growth permeates the entire process, encouraging

open-mindedness and adaptability.

13.6.2 Adapting to Change:

Our society is fluid and dynamic, and so too are the cross-

branch collaborations. As societal needs, technology, and global

trends evolve, these collaborations must adapt to stay relevant

and effective. This is facilitated through periodic reviews and
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updates to collaborative strategies and practices.

13.6.3 Fostering Innovation:

Innovation is a cornerstoneofour society, and this spirit extends

to cross-branch collaborations. We encourage innovative ideas

and approaches in these collaborations, pushing the boundaries

of what’s possible and continually striving for improvement.

13.6.4 Celebrating Diversity and Inclusion:

As a global society, diversity and inclusion are at the heart of our

ethos. In cross-branch collaborations,we celebrate thediversity

of ideas, perspectives, and experiences, and we strive to create

an environment where all Shibizens feel included and valued.

13.6.5 Future-Forward Approach:

Ultimately, our cross-branch collaborations are future-forward,

always looking towards the horizon, and planning for the

challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. We are not just

reactive; we are proactive in shaping the future of our society.

13.7 Dispute Resolution in Cross-Branch Collaborations:

Even with the best intentions and most thorough planning,

disagreements and disputes can arise in cross-branch collabora-

tions. Our approach to dispute resolution is designed to ensure

fairness, transparency, and respect for all parties involved.
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13.7.1 Mediation:

The first step in resolving disputes is through mediation, fa-

cilitated by a neutral third-party. This mediator can be an

individual, a council, or even a DAO specifically designed for

this purpose. Their role is to help the parties involved reach a

consensus.

13.7.2 Arbitration:

If mediation fails to resolve the dispute, the issue can be es-

calated to arbitration. The arbitrator(s) will listen to the ar-

guments from both sides and make a binding decision. The

arbitration process will follow the rules and procedures outlined

by our society to ensure fairness.

13.7.3 Voting:

In certain cases, disputes may be resolved through a voting

process, utilizing Token S. This democratic process allows the

wider community to weigh in on the dispute, contributing to a

resolution that represents the will of the Shibizens.

13.7.4 Role of Protection Branch:

Throughout the dispute resolution process, the Protection

Branch plays a crucial role in ensuring the rights and interests

of all parties are respected, and that the process aligns with the

values and principles of our society.
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13.7.5 Continuous Improvement:

Post-dispute reviews will be conducted to learn from the situa-

tion and to improve the dispute resolution process. This ensures

that our approach to handling disputes evolves and adapts over

time, remaining effective and fair.
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Institutions In-fur-mational Guide

Article 1: Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Institutions Document:

The Institutions Document delineates the core structure, gover-

nance, roles, and responsibilities of the established institutions

in our society. It provides an understanding of the nature

of these institutions, their operational processes, and their

contributions to the economy of our society. Moreover, it

establishes guidelines for the initiation of new institutions and

their integration within our social fabric.

1.2 Definitions:

“Institutions” refer to entities that contribute directly to our

society by allocating funds, bolstering the society’s prosperity

as they grow in worth, revenue, and market share. These are

not confined to those present at the society’s inception but
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include all entities willing to contribute to society under the

set guidelines and agreements…

Article 2: Proposal Submission

2.1 Vision and Mission:

A clearly defined vision andmission for the proposed institution.

This should include the long-term goals and objectives of

the institution and how it aims to contribute to the growth,

betterment, and sustainability of the Shiba society.

2.2 Value Proposition:

A detailed explanation of the unique value proposition of the

institution, describing how it differentiates itself from existing

entities within our society and the potential impact it can have

on our ecosystem.

2.3 Business Plan:

A comprehensive business plan outlining the institution’s pro-

posed operations, strategies, financial projections, and key

performance indicators (KPIs). This plan should also detail how

the institution will generate revenue and how these funds will

be allocated back into the Shiba society.
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2.4 Governance Structure:

The proposal should provide a clear outline of the institution’s

proposed governance structure, including the roles and respon-

sibilities of key personnel, the decision-making process, and

how the institution will uphold the principles of transparency,

accountability, and democratic participation.

2.5 Risk Assessment and Mitigation:

A detailed analysis of potential risks associated with the pro-

posed institution and its operations. This should include plans

formitigating these risks and contingency strategies for unfore-

seen challenges or setbacks.

Article 3: Evaluation and Approval Process

3.1 Initial Review:

The Entrepreneurial Branch carries out the initial review of the

institution’s proposal. This includes evaluating the institution’s

vision, mission, value proposition, business plan, governance

structure, risk mitigation strategies, and its potential contribu-

tion to society.

3.2 Community Feedback and Presentation:

Alongside the initial review, the proposer presents their in-

stitution to the Entrepreneurial Branch, the Protector of De-

centralization, and the Shiba community. This presentation

should provide an overview of the institution, its objectives,
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its strategies, and its potential value to the Shiba society. The

feedback from the community is sought and taken into account

during the presentation.

3.3 Q&A and Committee Deliberation:

Following the presentation, the proposer participates in a Q&A

session, where they respond to queries and concerns from the

evaluators. Subsequently, the Entrepreneurial Branch and the

Protector of Decentralization engage in a deliberation process.

This involves a detailed discussion of the institution’s proposal,

the potential impacts, both positive and negative, and whether

the institution aligns with the overall goals and values of the

Shiba society.

3.4 Voting:

After the deliberation, a vote is held among the Entrepreneurial

Branch and the Protectors of Decentralization. The voting

system employs the use of Token S, symbolizing the democratic

nature of our society. Any concerns raised by the PODsmust be

adequately addressed before the proposal can proceed to this

stage.

3.5 Notification:

Once thevote is complete, theproposer isnotifiedof thedecision.

If the proposal is approved, the institution can proceed with

its operations within the bounds of the agreed-upon plan and

under the continued oversight of the relevant branches. If the

proposal is denied, the proposer is provided with feedback and
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may choose to refine their proposal and reapply at a later date.

3.6 Appeal Process:

In case of a dispute or disagreement with the decision, the

proposer has the right to appeal. The appeal is heard by a higher

cross-branch committee, which reviews the proposal and the

reasons for its rejection. The committee may choose to uphold

or overturn the initial decision.

Article 4: Governance of Institutions

4.1 Institutional Board:

Each institution will have an Institutional Board responsible

for the institution’s management. The Board will consist

of members elected by the Shibizens and the institution’s

stakeholders.

4.2 Board Accountability:

The Institutional Board is accountable for the overall function-

ing of the institution, ensuring that it adheres to the principles

and policies of the Shiba society, and is responsible for the

institution’s growth, sustainability, and contribution to society.

4.3 Regular Reporting:

Each institution is required to submit regular reports to the

Entrepreneurial Branch and the Protectors of Decentralization

(PODs), outlining their activities, performance, and financial
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status. This requirement ensures transparency and allows for

regular checks and balances.

4.4 Institutional Audits:

Institutions are subject to regular audits by the Protectors of

Decentralization to ensure compliance with the policies and

principles of the Shiba society. Non-compliance may lead to

penalties or revocation of institutional status, depending on the

severity of the violation.

4.5 Community Engagement:

Institutions are encouraged to actively engagewith the Shibizen

community through open forums, discussions, and consulta-

tions. This allows the Shibizens to voice their opinions and

feedback, fostering a sense of ownership and active participa-

tion.

4.6 Dispute Resolution:

In case of disputes or conflicts within an institution, the Pro-

tectors of Decentralization will conduct investigations and

propose resolutions. The resolution must be endorsed by a

consensus among the PODs, maintaining the highest standards

of transparency and accountability.
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Section 5: Oversight and Conflict Resolution

The Shiba society is committed tomaintaining the integrity and

fairness of its institutions. This commitment is reflected in its

robust oversight mechanism and conflict resolution procedures.

5.1 Regular Monitoring:

All institutions are subject to regular monitoring by the Pro-

tectors of Decentralization (PODs). This encompasses the

evaluation of reports, financial audits, and random checks

to guarantee institutions’ alignment with the Shiba society’s

principles and policies.

5.2 Conflict Resolution:

The PODs are the main arbitrators for disputes within and be-

tween institutions. Their jurisdiction includes conflicts between

varying stakeholder groups or between different institutions.

Investigations led by the PODs result in resolutions grounded

in fairness, transparency, and the overarching interests of the

Shiba society.

5.3 Penalties for Non-compliance:

Institutions not adhering to the society’s principles and policies

might incur penalties. The gravity of the penalty directly corre-

sponds to the violation’s degree, with potential consequences

ranging from fines (paid in Shiba tokens) to outright revocation

of institutional status.
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5.4 Protectors of Decentralization (PODs):

Tasked with investigations and conflict resolutions, the PODs

operate under the Protection Branch, governed by Token B.

These individuals, selected based on unparalleled expertise

and ethics, ensure their investigations are rooted in neutrality,

fairness, and privacy. Actions suggested by the PODsmandate

a consensus amongst them, cementing the procedure’s trans-

parency and accountability.

5.4.1 Auditing of PODs:

To preserve the Shiba society’s integrity, PODs are audited with

greater intensity and frequency by a special committee within

the Protection branch. Any deviation from the society’s prin-

ciples or the PODs’ directive can trigger disciplinary measures

against the erring POD.

With these rigorous oversight and conflict resolution systems

in place, the Shiba society ensures the preservation of our

society’s cornerstones: decentralization, transparency, and

fairness. It amplifies our dedication to fostering a nurturing,

inclusive, and productive milieu for all Shibizens.

Section 6: Institution Dissolution

6.1 Voluntary Dissolution:

Institutions contemplating dissolution for the Shiba society’s

greater good can tender a voluntary dissolution request to the

Entrepreneurial and Protection Branches.
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6.2 Involuntary Dissolution:

Certain conditions might trigger an institution’s involuntary

dissolution, especially if it recurrently breaches society’s guide-

lines, fails in its duties, or jeopardizes the Shiba society’s

stability and image.

6.3 Dissolution Procedure:

The dissolution is structured to maximize fairness and trans-

parency while minimizing Shiba society’s disruption. This

involves a systematic cessation of the institution’s activities,

settling dues, and judiciously liquidating its assets.

6.4 Appeal:

Against an involuntary dissolution verdict, institutions retain

the right to appeal. Such appeals are scrutinized by a superior

cross-branch committee for justness.

6.5 Aftermath:

Subsequent to dissolution, retrospective analyses of the institu-

tion’s life cycle aid in refining society’s guidelines and oversight

measures.

6.6 Reapplication:

After a stipulated cooling period, leaders or affiliates of volun-

tarily dissolved institutions can propose a new entity, provided

it resonates with the society’s ethos and values.
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This segment ensures the dissolution process, albeit rare,

maintains the highest standards of orderliness, transparency,

and fairness, enriching the society with invaluable lessons.

Section 7: Changes to the Institution Structure

7.1 Proposal for Change:

Every Shibizen possesses the right to suggest modifications to

an institution’s structure, contingent on a plausible justification

and an envisaged benefit to the Shiba society.

7.2 Evaluation of Proposal:

Change proposals undergo meticulous scrutiny by the

Entrepreneurial and Protection Branches, a process mirroring

institution creation to ensure alignment with the society’s core

tenets.

7.3 Voting:

Passing the evaluation phase, the proposed change is put to a

vote among the Entrepreneurial and Protection Branches. A

majority consensus brings the change to fruition.

7.4 Implementation of Change:

Structural changes are meticulously executed to avert disrup-

tions, entailing clear communication, transitional strategies,

and contingency planning.
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7.5 Review:

Post-implementation, the change undergoes an evaluation

phase to discern its impact and introduce any indispensable

adjustments.

The guidance in this section solidifies the society’s resilience,

ensuring it remains adaptive, ready to embrace and effectuate

beneficial structural changes.

Section 8: Periodic Review and Continuous

Improvement

8.1 Annual Review:

Annually, both the Entrepreneurial and Protection Branches

review all institutions, focusing on their performance, societal

contributions, and fidelity to the Shiba society’s ideals.

8.2 Feedback Collection:

Shibizens are periodically consulted for feedback, offering

insights into potential enhancement areas.

8.3 Continuous Improvement Process:

Institutions are advocated to champion a culture of ceaseless

improvement, emphasizing self-assessment, feedback solicita-

tion, and incremental enhancements.
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8.4 Sharing of Best Practices:

Institutions are motivated to share their best methodologies,

fostering collective learning and growth within the Shiba soci-

ety.
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Shibizenship

Shibizenship: Rights, Responsibilities, and Procedures

1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose: The purpose of the Shibizenship document is

to detail the rights, responsibilities, and procedures linked to

membership within the Shiba state. This serves as both a guide

for those seeking Shibizenship and an emphasis on the variety

of roles Shibizens play in shaping the society.

1.2 Definition: A Shibizen is any individual recognized as a

member of the Shiba State. This recognition can come through

various avenues, such as birthright or through active societal

contribution. However, the true essence of a Shibizen is their

adherence to the society’s ethos and guiding principles.

2. Acquisition of Shibizenship

Shibizenship can be achieved through either birth or active

contribution. Acceptance of the society’s governing regulations

also paves the way to become a Shibizen. This can be done in a

digital fashion and can be verified via credentials.

3. Rights and Privileges of a Shibizen

EveryShibizen is entitled to specific rights andprivileges. This
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encompassesparticipation in societal decision-making, tapping

into community resources, and possibly earning rewards for

significant contributions.

4. Responsibilities of a Shibizen

All Shibizens are entrusted with the responsibility to abide

by the society’s Code of Ethics and to actively partake in its

advancement and prosperity.

5. Karma and Reputation System

The Karma and Reputation system plays a pivotal role within

the society. It ensures that Shibizens’ actions are aligned with

the societal values, with consequences in place for deviance.

6. Dual Shibizenship

Shibizenship isn’t limited to just the Shiba state. Recognition

of dual membership addresses the coexistence and contribu-

tions of Shibizens in both digital realms and real-world entities.

7. Shibarians

Shibarians, while not full-fledged Shibizens, are those who

interact with Shiba platforms and offerings without the rights

of Shibizenship. While they enjoy certain freedoms, they are

bound by the Shiba state’s regulations during their interactions.

8. Sovereignty and International Relations

The Shiba state is a sovereign entity spanning various digital

and in real life domains, including the expansive Metaverse

and super app. Shibizens, through the Self-Sovereign Identity

system, retain control over their lives in their engagements

both within and outside the society. This digital statehood of

the Shiba state is defined by its operational status rather than

external affirmation. The society’s focus remains on ensuring

the welfare of its Shibizens, solidifying its internal structure,

and fostering beneficial relations with external entities.
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Amending the ShibPaper

Preamble

The cornerstone of any thriving society lies in its adaptability.

To ensure that our decentralized society remains aligned with

evolving times, this document delineates the method to amend

our Constitution, allowing us to consistently reevaluate and

modify our foundational norms and guidelines.

Article 1. Proposal of Amendments

Section 1.1. Shibizens Rights

Every Shibizen, regardless of their role or contributions, holds

the prerogative to suggest changes to the Constitution.
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Section 1.2. Formal Proposal

All suggestions for changes need to be detailed in writing,

pinpointing the exact sections targeted for amendment and

substantiating the reasons for such changes.

Section 1.3. Public Discussion

Proposals give rise to a specified period where all Shibizens

can review, discuss, and deliberate on the projected changes,

fostering a collective understanding.

Article 2. Voting on Amendments

Section2.1. Legislative Role:

The Constitution’s amendments will be first screened and

deliberated upon by our society’s Legislative branch.

Section 2.2. Supermajority Rule

A two-thirds supermajority fromtheLegislative branch’s voting

members is necessary for an amendment’s acceptance. Every

member possesses a single voting right in this process.

Section 2.3. Additional Approval

Beyond the Legislative branch’s nod, an amendment also ne-

cessitates a two-thirds supermajority endorsement from the

society’s other three branches. Eachmember, in these branches

too, has a singular vote. This fourfold approval solidifies the
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amendment.

Section 2.4. Transparency

To ensure an open and accountable approach, every vote con-

cerning constitutional changes will be accessible for public

scrutiny.

Article 3. Implementing Amendments

Section 3.1. Implementation Timeframe

Following an amendment’s endorsement, its integration into

the Constitution will be expedited as quickly as possible.

Section 3.2. Record of Amendments

Each and every change made to the Constitution will be sys-

tematically documented, with the most recent version always

accessible to the Shibizens.

Article 4. Protection of Fundamental Rights

Section 4.1. Inviolability

Our Constitution is designed for adaptability but remains un-

yielding in its commitment to foundational principles encap-

sulated in the “Great Canine Code”. Elements like Universal

Equality and Respect, Technological Responsibility, and Rights

to Digital Sovereignty and Identity stand immutable.
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Emergency Protocols of the

Decentralized Society of Shibizens

Preamble

Emergencies, though often unforeseen, are a part of the com-

plexities of existence. Recognizing the ever-present possibility

of events that might challenge our unified strength and impede

the fluid operation of our society, we have established this

document. Rooted in our foundational virtues of transparency,

honesty, collaborative involvement, and decentralized admin-

istration, these emergency protocols stand ready for rapid

deployment, all the while preserving the democratic spirit we

cherish. All protocols will be delineated and set in place during

the foundational year of the society.
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Article 1. Emergency Identification and Notification

The imperative during a crisis is the timely and precise dis-

semination of information. Merging automated notification

systems, community-led reporting, and specialized commu-

nication channels, we aim to promptly recognize and update

all Shibizens regarding emergent situations. Vigilance will be

maintained against false alerts andmisinformation, ensuring

accuracy at all times.

Article 2. Emergency Powers

Crises may demand the rapid deployment of decisions, leading

to the temporary bestowal of emergency powers. Although

given on a short-term basis, these powers are under constant

oversight. Their initiation requires a supermajority consensus

from all branches of our state, and they remain open to scrutiny

by the judiciary. Explicit boundaries delineating the range,

tenure, and scope of these powers will be set to preclude any

potential overreach.

Article 3. Emergency Response Teams

Dedicated Shibizen squads will be on standby for various po-

tential crises. Comprising specialists spanning domains such

as cybersecurity, technical support, governance, and media-

tion, these teams will either be chosen by democratic Shibizen

consensus or based on demonstrable expertise. Actions under-

taken during emergencies will remain transparent, maintaining

answerability at every juncture.
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Article 4. Recovery and Review

Following a crisis, a rigorous reviewmechanism will scrutinize

the incident, extracting lessons to fortify future responses.

This introspection will be enriched by community dialogues,

transparent sharing of findings, and collective voting on any

suggestedmodifications to existing protocols or society dynam-

ics.

Article 5. Continuity Plans

Unwavering in our commitment to uninterrupted societal op-

eration, contingency measures will be enforced. Whether

through auxiliary systems, alternate network nodes, or any

other requisite arrangements, our objective is to ascertain that

vital functions persist through crises, minimizing societal and

individual disruptions.

In constructing these protocols, our ambition lies in forging

a robust and proactive society, adept in crisis response, while

upholding democratic ideals and the shared prosperity of the

Shibizens.
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Perpetuity of the Decentralized State of

Shibizens

Preamble

Conceived with unwavering dedication to decentralization, fair-

ness, and equality, this state is a testament to our aspiration for

everlasting existence. We, the Shibizens, encompassing both

digital and physical realms, pledge our shared responsibility to

safeguard the enduring success and flourishing of our state. In

lieu of pondering its dissolution, this document is a resolute

affirmation of our devotion to erecting a society robust enough

to persistently weather change and flourish amidst it.

Article 1. Collective Duty for Perpetuity

Every Shibizen inherently holds a duty, a responsibility that

extends to the perennial survival and thriving of our society.

This encompasses active engagement in societal matters, un-

wavering allegiance to our Code of Conduct, contributing to the
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mutual digital and physical resources, and an undying quest for

knowledge and wisdom to uplift our community.

Article 2. Autonomous and Decentralized Governance

Incorporating an intrinsic design of autonomy and decentral-

ization, our society stands resilient against the perils of a

centralized authority’s collapse. Governed by an intricate mesh

of structures, algorithms, and protocols, our society thrives on

the collective intellect and spirited participation of its Shibizens.

Article 3. Adaptability and Evolution

In our pursuit to remain pertinent and efficient amidst shifting

terrains, our society is meticulously crafted to imbibe, adapt,

and evolve. Frameworks facilitating societal edification, in-

novation, and constitutional refinements are diligently opera-

tionalized, ensuring our society’s innate capability to overcome

adversities and secure its future relevance.

Article 4. Continuous Education and Enlightenment

The very essence of our society’s prosperity and persever-

ance rests upon the collective wisdom, competencies, and

comprehension of every Shibizen. We ardently champion a

culture steeped in ceaseless learning, knowledge dissemination,

and shared enlightenment. Each Shibizen is wholeheartedly

implored to embark on this relentless voyage of enlightenment

and growth.
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Article 5. Sustainable and Responsible Practices

In our voyage towards eternal existence, sustainability stands

paramount. We ardently advocate for judicious engagements

in our digital and physical realms, champion the conscientious

utilization of resources, and fervently back endeavors champi-

oning environmental conservation and safeguarding.

Article 6. Resilience and Security

Our societal architecture is envisioned with inherent resilience,

enabling us to tackle challenges, disputes, or crises head-on.

The robustness of our security measures, state-of-the-art

blockchain technology, coupled with the unwavering vigilance

of the Shibizens, acts as the bulwark preserving the sanctity and

integrity of our society.

By embracing these tenets, we solemnly reiterate our alle-

giance to the unending existence of our decentralized commu-

nity. As Shibizens, we shoulder the collective duty to steer our

society towards a horizon marked by peace, equilibrium, and

affluence, not to wane, but to perennially flourish.
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Financial Code of the Decentralized

State of Shibizens

Preamble

The Financial Code embodies the principles and standards

directing the fiscal undertakings and exchanges within our

societal ecosystem. Comprehensive in its scope, this code

elaborates on the modus operandi of the full reserve system,

the orchestration of community endowments and loans, and

the intricacies of the token interchange.

Article 1. Full Reserve System

Central to our economic model, the society predominantly

operates on a full reserve banking framework for its primary

tokens – Shib, Bone, Leash and Treat, as well as any prospective

tokens to be inducted into the Shiba Inu Ecosystem. This

signifies that the cumulative value of these circulating tokens

must consistently be buttressed by an asset reserve. Managed
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through sophisticated smart contracts on our blockchain, this

ensures meticulous, transparent, and accountable asset man-

agement. Notably, preceding our inception, a substantial share

of these assets has been equitably apportioned amongst the

global populace. In numerous instances, the full reserve is

implicit rather than explicit.

Contrary to the more conventional fractional reserve

paradigm, our cardinal financial system leans heavily on the

full reserve model. However, both the society and its Shibizens

recognize and unequivocally reserve the prerogative to harness

diverse economic structures, aiming for societal enhancement.

While certain establishments and entities might adopt banking

modalities divergent from full reserves, such practices, albeit

with these or alternate tokens, transcend the ambit of this

foundational financial construct. To fortify the robustness and

reliability of our financial scaffold, we advocate for assets to be

entrenched on-chain, securely within smart wallets, or under

self-custody.

Article 2. Multiple Currency Revenue

Even as our society heralds a token-centric economy, we fer-

vently champion revenue genesis across a plethora of currencies.

This multi-currency foray invigorates our economic fabric,

thereby augmenting its resilience and vigor.

Article 3. Community Grants and Loans

A testament to our unwavering commitment to innovation,

mutual benefaction, and societal progression, we wish to see

various mechanisms of community endowments and loans.
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Tailored to empower Shibizens in their contributions to societal

tapestry, the adjudication process for the disbursal of these

grants and loans is inherently participative, egalitarian, and

transparent, guaranteeing an unbiased opportunity spectrum

for Shibizens. We look forward to the implementation of

this structure using the various implementations within the

ShibPaper in full.

Article 4. Financial Transparency and Anonymity

A ledger of all financial maneuvers and transactions finds its

place on our blockchain, Shibarium, epitomizing our commit-

ment to utmost transparency and accountability. This allows

Shibizens an unfettered view into the fiscal heartbeat of our

society, thereby fostering trust and safeguarding the integrity

of our financial ecosystem. In juxtaposition, valuing the privacy

and security of our Shibizens, these records remain unattached

to any individual Shibizen, championing the cause of anonymity.

Article 5. Sustainable Financial Practices

Consonant with our societal pledge towards sustainability, we

ardently encourage Shibizens to champion sustainable financial

practices. This encompasses “DYOR”, judicious investments,

consumption paradigms, and resource allocation, synergisti-

cally contributing to the enduring fiscal vitality of our society

and Shibizens.

By embracing this code in its entirety, we cement the founda-

tionsof a just, transparent, and resilientfinancial infrastructure,

indispensable for the flourishing of our decentralized society.
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Global Analytics Document

Preamble:

As an autonomous decentralized digital state, we stand by our

pledge to offer transparency coupled with a thorough analysis

of our activities. This spans measures ranging from Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross National Product (GNP) to

other classical economic indicators.

Article 1: GREATMINDS Framework Analytics

Section 1.1: Governance

At its core, the system diligently tracks policy resolutions,

referendum outcomes, administrative actions, and other facets

of governance. Such data is pivotal in gauging the potency of our

governance edifice, pinpointing potential arenas for refinement,

and steering forthcoming policy propositions.
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Section 1.2: Rules

A vigilant collection of data related to rule adherence, inclusive

of any breaches and resultant repercussions, is consistently

undertaken. This crucial practice upholds the tenets of equity

and accountability while fostering the continuous enhancement

of our societal regulations andmodus operandi.

Section 1.3: Economy

Every economic transaction and activity stands recorded, facili-

tating computations ofmetrics like GDP, GNP, and various other

economic indices. Such data serves as the bedrock for economic

strategy formulations, further championing our commitment

to economic openness and justice.

Section 1.4: Area

Represents territories within the Metaverse that function as

zones for different activities. These could be economic zones,

social zones, educational areas, etc. Each ‘area’ might have its

unique rules or characteristics. Herein, we can analyze things

like housing, change in Metaverse lands’ value.

Section 1.5: Technology

Systematic monitoring of the adoption and efficacy of our

societal technological framework is paramount. Such insights

buttress technological progression and upkeep, thereby catalyz-

ing our society’s trajectory toward prosperity.
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Section 1.6: Membership

Data encompassing Shibizen engagement in societal under-

takings, their seminal contributions, and their utilization of

societal assets is scrupulously cataloged. This intel is invaluable

in galvanizing member involvement and guides determinations

pertaining to membership policies and privileges.

Section 1.7: Infrastructure

By consistently capturing metrics related to the deployment

and health of our society’s infrastructure, we stay ahead in

infrastructure orchestration and upkeep, ensuring the judicious

allocation of societal assets.

Section 1.8: Nationhood

We keep a close eye on elements pertaining to our society’s

ethos and solidarity, encompassing participation in societal

milestones and interactions on the global stage. Such insights

fortify the preservation and magnification of our cherished

culture and identity.

Section 1.9: Diplomacy

Our system diligently logs our diplomatic endeavors with exter-

nal bodies, encapsulating pacts, disagreements, and synergies.

This is instrumental in fine-tuning our external relations,

perpetuating our commitment to harmonious coexistence with

diverse entities.
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Section 1.10: Security

Metrics pertaining to our society’s security incidents and coun-

termeasures find their way into our logs. This robust practice

reinforces our society’s dedication to safety, ensuring a harmo-

nious and secure milieu for every Shibizen.

In each of these domains, data assimilation and evaluation is

executed with utmost respect for the privacy and anonymity

of our Shibizens. Only anonimized and general “zoomed out”

activities will be available to the outside world. The revelations

gleaned from this data are foundational in our ceaseless quest

to refine our society, congruent with our enduring values and

aspirations.
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Final Words From The Author

So here we stand, a little over Shib Year 3 (and yes that counts

to make this document valid), and we have an full charter. “The

ShibaCarta” as oneour advisors calls it. Thepoint of a document

this large isnot togive you readingmaterial for days, but instead,

to serve as the bedrock thatwill stand for generations aswebuild

a better future.

It seems, so many in the world KNOW something must be

done to “save the world”, and no one seems to know what to do.

Now, a framework for a better world is here. A system, process,

and set of technologies combined in a fashion to allow a new

world to emerge, decentralized, and remain perpetually. This is

my greatest work, and gift to the world, and now it’s your turn.

Who are you? What role will you take in this new system?

Gamer? Influencer? Family man or woman? Hard worker

tired of b.s. (before Shib)? Or will you bring your existing

business on-chain and help us grow our GNP? Will you become

a councilperson or lead an initiative? The choice is up to you.

But destiny waits for no one. So pick up the “banner” and wave

it.

As stated in this document, this isn’t an immediate fix. I

expect at least a year to complete, ratify, and finalize an early

version of this document, and at that time, with the finalization

of Ryoshi’s other principles and keys, wewill emerge a full state,

Shiba State! (Hopefully at that time, 4 s.y.) we will have an
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amazing SHIBACON!

I’ve always believed that if I worked hard enough, built

something truly fantastic for the world, and did my best to be

righteous in the process (doing my best), I’d be blessed beyond

compare, and surely this is the fate you’ve affordedme and the

team of decentralized people, tools, and communities we align

with.

For those who stood from the beginning, putting in endless

hours, “wen” this document lives on, and our system grows and

prospers, you, or any body, deems it prudent to enrich us, we

will leave new public “prosperity” wallets below for your to do

so. I thank you in advance.

It’s with my fullest heart, once again, I write you and join

amongst your ranks as a proud Shibizen of our new state!

HAIL SHIB!

Sincerely,

Shy
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About the Author

One of the greatest minds of our time, Shy is one of the most

interesting anonymous beings on the planet. “Leading”, as

some would say, one of the most popular cryptocurrencies on

the planet, he is the architect of a world first, the Shiba State.

This structure is a decentralized state, built upon the ethos, and

tokens of the Shiba Inu Ecosystem.

You can connect withme on:

https://www.44tenets.com

https://www.twitter.com/shytoshikusama
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Also by Shytoshi Kusama

I amacreative. This is only thefirst ofmany things Iwill produce

for my own well being, and the betterment of our society. Hail

Shib!

44 Tenets to Triumph in Crypto

A beginners guide to not get “rekt” in crypto.

Hailed as the “Crypto Bible”, this document

combines the wisdom of the ancients, with

the crypto knowledge only someone at

Shy’s status can provide. Pre-sales are

now available in a special collectors edition,

signed by the mysterious Shytoshi Kusama,

or standard versions on Amazon. This book is a must have in

your library or e-collection.
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